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EVE: An Object.Centered Knowledge-Based PDE Solver
P. Barras, J. Blum, J.C. Paumier and P. Witomski
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The EVE system is very representative of the class of knowledge-based systems in
scientific computing. It incorporates knowledge on the algorithmic methods involved in
the numerical solution of systems of partial differential equations, on the mathematical,
and possibly physical, entities manipulated by these methods and on the ways a global
problem should be decomposed according to its characteristics. All this knowledge is
represented as objects classes: classes describing methods, classes describing entities
and classes describing tasks. EVE is written in Lisp and heavily relies on SHIRKA. a
frame-based model, to represent the knowledge of exploits. It is the result of the colla-
boration between a group of artificial intelligence specialists and a group of applied
mathematicians. This paper describes the knowledge used by EVE, its global architec-
ture and its user interface.
A class is attached to each algorithmic model needed by EVE. The slots of the
class describe the various parameters of the module by their name, their type, their
range of admissible values and possibly the ways to compute their value when it is
unknown in an instance. i.e. a particular element of the class. The type of a slot can be
the name of another class; this means that its values must be instances of that class. It
is thus possible to specify that a method can only be applied to some specific type of
input parameters and that its output parameters are expected to be of some specific
types. One of the slots of a method class contains the name of the executable code.
Classes are also used to describe the entities handled by the system. The classes
are organized as a hierarchy in which any subclass inherits the properties of its super-
class and possibly adds its own properties. These hierarchies support a classification
mechanism which is able to determine the possible classes for a given instance. As this
instance is moving down the hierarchy, its associated knowledge is refined and some
property values are inferred. in EVE, classes are thus used to describe mathematical
entities like equations and their components, variables, parameters or constant values,
domains and their frontiers, conditions on frontiers, linear systems and so on.
In EVE, the classification mechanism is used to characterize the set of PDE equa-
tions. The set of equations entered by the user through a high level editor is analyzed
and translated as a composite object. The components are operators and operands: vari-
ables, constant values and parameters. The knowledge base of EVE contains a list of
prototypical basic components of PDE to which the basic components of the actual
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equations are compared through a structural pattern-matching process. When all the
components have been identified, it is easy to determine some basic mathematical pro-
perties of the system and to rewrite it in a canonical form.
The classification mechanism of SHIRKA is also able to retrieve the adequate
methods for some given entity. The entity is first characterized by classification in the
hierarchy to which its class belongs. A second classification process is initiated on the
hierarchy of methods. The result of this second stage is a list of methods which can be
applied to the entity. For instance, this process is used in EVE to determine an ade-
quate method for the solution of the linear system, which is obtained when the finite
elements method is applied.
This process has to be repeated each time a precise task must be executed, for
which several methods are available. EVE manipulates tasks and incorporates
knowledge on the ways a PDE problem should be recursively decomposed in sub-
problems up to the point it becomes a sequence of calls to algorithmic modules. The
decomposition is of course. dependent on the characteristics of the problem. The tasks
are themselves described as classes.
EVE is now operational on any workstation supporting Le-Lisp of INRIA and its
graphical interface development system. It is presently able to solve linear PDE in one
and two dimensions and is well adapted to pedagogical uses. The user enters its system
through a specialized equations editor (see figures). Classical operators appear as icons
the user selects. These operators can be nested up to the desired level of complexity.
In the same way, the user specifies the boundaries conditions. The domain and its fron-
tiers can also be entered via an interactive and graphical way. The user interface offers
facilities to link the name of the frontiers in the definition of the boundaries conditions
and in the domain definition.
When solving the problem, EVE displays the decomposition of tasks into subtasks
it has decided on, and, when requested, provides the user with explanations.
Extensions of the system are planned and some of them are already started. The
main extension is to consider time-varying, possibly non-linear equations. This will
need a very powerful planning algorithm in order to control the iterations of the solving
process. The introduction of some algebraic manipulation modules is also considered.
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Expert Systems For Scientific Computation
and
The Algorithm Selection Problem
Wayne R. Dyksen and Carl R. Gritter
-
Department of Computer Science
Purdue University
West Lafayette, IN 47907
In taday's world of scientific computing, there exists a large base of well-written,
reliable numerical software that solves a host of very complex numerical problems.
This base is becoming so large that it has become necessary to investigate the applica-
tion of expert systems to scientific computation. Thus we are building Elliptic Experl,
an expert system for elliptic partial differential equations (PDEs). We are in the pro-
cess of completing a knowledge~base for Elliptic Expert and, using our experience as a
springboard, developing a paradigm for expert systems for scientific computing in gen~
eral.
What the average scientific software user really wants is an expert system which
uses arti.ficial intelligence knowledge-base techniques to guide the user towards an accu-
rate solution to his problem. In order to do this, we are using OPS5, a member of the
family of production-system languages based on the production system paradigm, to
define and control the knowledge-base for our expert system. Our software base is
XELLPACK, a large software system that solves PDEs.
There are three main components of such an expert system. The first component
focuses on finding the set of algorithms which apply to a given problem. After obtain-
ing such a set, the next step is to select the "best" algorithm or "best" set of algo-
rithms. We call this the Algorithm Selection Problem. Once an algorithm is selected,
the solution is analyzed using error analysis techniques and the perfonnance of the
algorithm is measured. If the user is still unsatisfied, repeated use of the second and
third components in conjunction with the knowledge base will provide an excellent
guide to a more accurate solution.
This paper concentrates on the second component, the Algorithm Selection Prob-
lem. First of all, we focus on the problem of detennining what it means to be the
"best" algorithm. One of the problems with this is that this concept of "best" may
mean entirely different things to different people. Therefore, we develop ways of let-
ting the user, as much as possible, define his own environment by letting him place
emphasis on what he thinks are important criteria in determining the best algorithm.
There are two ways of getting information to help find the best algorithm, symboli-
cally, and algorithmically. This helps build goal strategies and rule strategies for the
expert system knowledge base. The symbolic infonnation is based on priori
knowledge; that is, the information depends only on a symbolic analysis of the elliptic
problem, knowledge from the user, theoretical performance knowledge of part or all of
an algorithm, and actual performance data of algorithms applied to other problems.
The algorithmic information is dynamic and is based on both a priori and a posteriori
knowledge; that is, the information may depend on any of the following: calculations to
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study the behavior of the coefficients, forcing function and boundary data; trial, low
accuracy, cheap solutions; trial solutions using the two or three "most promising"
methods; or, additional input from the user after presentation of the initial results.
Once the infonnation has been gathered, we develop techniques to use this infor-
__ mation to__p.ick a '_'best" method by studying what happens in simple cases and slowly
building machinery to solve the more complex 6-ases:- One idea that is fundamental to
this process is the idea of matching the characteristics of problems to the capabilities of
algorithms. Finding the "best" algorithm can be viewed as finding the algorithm
which is "most" capable of handling the problem. It would be nice if we knew
definitely whether every algorithm could handle certain types of problems. Unfor-
tunately, this is not the case and we are left with many gray areas. However, we show
how we can overcome some of these difficulties by developing algorithmic and heuris-
tic methods of determining these capabilities.
The Algorithm Selection Problem is not an easy problem and there is no simple,
straightforward solution. However, through the machinery available in Elliptic Expert,
we can begin to piece together this complex puzzle. One might think that in order to
be successful, this system should provide the "optimal" algorithm to handle a particu-
lar problem. Because it is unclear what the "best" algorithm is, this can not be
guaranteed in general. However, we consider it a success if we can provide a process
that provides a better algorithm than the average scientist would obtain with just his
own resources.
- 6-
ODEXPERT: A Knowledge Based System For Automatic
Selection of Initial Value ODE System Solvers
Mohamed Kamel
D~partment of Systems Design
University o(Waterloo--
Waterloo, Ontarlo N2L 3G1, CANADA
Wayne H. Enrighr
Department of Computer Science
University of Toronto
Toronlo, Onlarlo M5S lA4. CANADA
With the availability of a wide range of numerical software for solving initial
value ordinary differential equations. users may face some difficulty in selecting an
appropriate method to solve their problems. Unless they know their problem's proper-
ties and structure this selection will typically be based on factors such as ease and use
of availability. Failing to select an appropriate method may lead to results that are not
correct or, at best, correct results at high computational costs.
In an effort to automate this selection process, the authors are building a prototype
knowledge based system for ODE-solver selection (ODEXPERT). The system gives
the user an expert's selection based on automated examination of the problem and
user's answers to the expert's questions.
In this paper we describe the design and implementation of ODEXPERT. More
specifically, we explain the techniques, their implementation and the testing employed
by the selector for representing a problem and automatically identifying its properties
and structure (e.g., linear, nonlinear, stiff, sparse, banded, etc.). Based on these proper-
ties and structure, the selector, utilizing a knowledge base of decision rules that an
expert would nonnally use, selects the appropriate solver. The intelligent selector is
also intended to generate the parameters and any infonnation that may be required by
the solver. In case the system is not able to generate the required infOImation from the
problem and its properties, it will guide the user to provide such information.
The system is capable of acquiring knowledge about the problem to be solved
from the problem specification and is capable of identifying the problem propenies and
structure and selecting the appropriate solution method. The basis architecture of the
system consists of the following components:
1. User Interface. This represents the front end of the system. It provides an
easy to use representation language which the user can specify the problem
in. The input is parsed and infonnation about the problem is represented for
further use by other components. Among the features that are included in the
parser is the ability to transform high order ODE's into a system of first order
equations, the ability to detect the complexity of the problem and the ability
to detect an inconsistency in the input.
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2. Structure Identification. This component has routines for identifying the
structure of the problem. For example, it has routines for checking whether a
linear system of equation has special structure such as banded, sparse or
block structure. Both structure of the problem and the Jacobian are
identified. Among the properties that are identified are linearity and stiffness.
"Lineiiity or-the proDlem is--deteCled during the parsing of the input using a
simple check. Further identification which includes simplification of expres-
sions and identification of implicitness is also possible. For detecting
stiffness a test has been developed based on pilot integration of the ODE sys-
tem backward. The test is adequate for lhe purpose of the selection and has
the advantage of being simple and computationally inexpensive compared to
other stiffness detectness tests.
3. Inference Mechanism. The information gathered from the input and through
the detection components are represented as knowledge which the system has
to analyze in order to select a solver. The inference mechanism perfonns this
analysis by correlating the provided infonnation to rules in the knowledge
base of the system.
4. Krwwledge Base. This is the core of the system, it contains the rules and
control infonnation about the application domains as well as any acquired
knowledge from the user. It is mainly divided into two parts. The first pan
includes rules that relate to the properties and structure of the ODE system
and different possible decisions on recommending appropriate solvers. The
second part includes knowledge rules about solution methods and the parame-
ters used in their calling statements. These rules are to be used to generate
the appropriate calling sequence to the selected method.
5. Merhods Bank. This is a bank of the different methods for solving ODE sys-
tems.
The paper will discuss the details of the automatic detection of problem's structure
and properties, the rules represented in the knowledge base and the user interface. We
also discuss the implementation of the system and show some examples to demonstrate
its performance.
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Implementing Fast Fourier Transforms For
Direct Solution of Poisson's Equation
Bert Bradford and Roland A. Sweet
Math.Department, Campus Box 170
University of Colorado at Denver
Denver, CO 80204
This presentation will briefly describe compact algorithms used to incorporate the
Cooley-Tukey Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) into the solution of finite difference
approximations to Poisson's equation. All frequently occurring boundary conditions are
considered, including those associated with staggered grids. Emphasis will be given to
the complications involved in implementing software for these algorithms, and the
potential for the application of automated code generation.
The potential role for automated code generation arises from the large number of
specialized codes required for various combinations of boundary conditions, grid sizes,
and grid orientations. In each spatial dimension, we must specify boundary conditions
at both the left and right endpoint. Boundary conditions we consider include periodic,
Dirichlet and Neumann. Furthennore, there is often a need to orient the grid such that
one or both of the endpoints of the computational domain are staggered at half of a grid
spacing. This leads to staggered Dirichlet and staggered Neumann boundary conditions.
We have identified 11 such combinations of boundary conditions. When the Poisson
equation is discretized, these boundary conditions are approximated by requiring the
real sequence which represents the approximate solution to satisfy discrete analogs.
The dlscretized boundary value problem is solved by the eigenvector expansion method.
This method requires finding the eigenvalues and eigenvectors corresponding to the
discretized differential operator which also satisfy the appropriate discrete boundary
conditions. The discrete solution is expanded in terms of these eigenvectors. The
efficiency of this algorithm results from the ability to calculate the coefficients in such
eigenvector expansions using an FFr algorithm. Thus, for each of the boundary condi-
tions discussed above, we have developed an FFr algorithm which computes the
coefficients in the corresponding eigenvector expansion as efficiently as possible by
eliminating all redundant computations which would occur in the full complex FFf,
and without pre- or post-processing. The elimination of pre- and post-processing
improves performance by reducing the number of data accesses. Such FIT algorithms
are referred to as compact symmetric FFTs, and the overall algorithm as fast Poisson
solvers.
Flexible grid sizes also contributes to the need for a large number of specialized
FIT codes. The FFT algorithms we have developed are all general mixed radix algo-
rithms. In order to achieve efficiency, the grid size must be chosen to be a product of
many small primes or small composites. It is possible to implement software which
accepts a general factor p as input. However, for typical values of p (2,3,4,5), there
will be much loop control overhead which could be eliminated if specialized codes
were generated for specific values of p. We have identified a need for at least 5 such
specialized sets of code corresponding to p = 2,3,4,5 and a general factor p.
- 9 -
Another consideration which leads to the need for additional FFf codes is the ord-
ering of the input and output sequences. All in-place FFT algorithms based on the
splitting method require either the input or output sequence to be in bit-reversed order.
If additional storage is used, then it is possible for both input and output sequences to
__b~ ion }l!it.ural order. This leads to 3 additional options which are independent of those
already discussed above. --Por Fast Fooner S·olvers, ·we-prefer-in-place -algorithms which
accept the input sequence in natural order. However, other applications may require the
other two options.
If we combine the independent options discussed above, we obtain at least 11 x 5
x 3 = 165 FFT variations. Furthermore, these algorithms have excellent potential for
vectorization and/or parallel decomposition. this will lead to additional machine archi-
tecture dependent variations. From a review of the code in FFfPAK, we estimate that
each FFf variation requires approximately 1,000 lines of FORTRAN code. Thus, we
see excellent potential for the application of automated code generation tools. Experi-
ence in coding a few of these FFT algorithms indicates that these codes are sufficiently
regular to make this feasible.
- 10-
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In a general scientific interface environment, an interactive tool to allow scientists
the capability of experimentation with differential equations is a desirable feature. The
need to enhance scientific interfaces for numerical simulation has been discussed in the
literature [1]. More specifically, when dealing with differential equations, there is need
for a tool that is capable of handling a reasonable variety of initial value, final value
and boundary value problems (including cases where boundary layers and shocks are
present). Campbell [2] has built a prototype differential equation tool in Suntools.
While this system has a graphical interface, its model flexibility is limited. Russo [3]
has an extensive knowledge-based system capable of handling a wide class of problems,
but with limited graphical and interactive interface. By constructing a differential equa-
tion system in Smalltalk-80 we are able to combine model flexibility and complete
graphical interaction capabilities, while taking full advantage of the distributed process-
ing environment available.
In this paper, we present an ordinary differential equation (ODE) tool that is
designed to accept user input in the form of a problem statement (string form) of the
ODE and its boundary conditions. The output is a graphical display of the solution.
User interaction with the input allows rapid change of the equation, its boundary condi-
tions, and any other parameters such as the discretization resolution and the solution
domain.
2. Numerical Solution of ODE's
In general, the nth order differential equation
yen) = f(x,y,y (1), •.. , y (n-l)




Yi = gi(X,ylo"" Yn) i = 1, ... , n (2)
by using some auxiliary functions.
This set of first order equations is then rewritten as a set of finite difference equa-
__ tions (FDE~s)--for each_of-the_interioI..points.in the discretized domain. Th~ FDE's are
linearized by re-writing them as a set of linear equations in the highest derivatives, tak-
ing the non-linear terms from the previous iteration. The equations are then expanded
and a matrix equation,
A ·x=b (3)
relating aU the interior points in the discretized domain and incorporating the boundary
conditions, is constructed. This equation is more specifically written as:
(4)
and solved in an iteration loop, using the solution from the previous iteration (k - 1) to
consttuct the matrix and solve for the next iteration (k). The solution is thus relaxed
until convergence is reached.
3. Numerical Solutions Witb the ODE Tool
In standard numerical methods, the equations are usually reduced and prepared
beforehand, and the computer is only used in the final solution steps that require
number-crunching (matrix solutions and relaxation iterations). The purpose of using
our prototyping environment is to automate the initial stages as well as the number-
crunching steps, so that an equation is processed from string form to a solution plot,
thus allowing user interaction during the solution process.
The most important user-system interface step is the initial one, that of problem
formulation. The problem equation has to be entered, parsed and processed. Using
Smalltalk syntax rules, a string expression can easily be converted into an equation by
using a scanner. The equation Un = U, for example, is entered as: 'uxx - u' and, when
scanned, produces a new instance of EquationList, a subclass of Array, having the value
(lUX - u). A set of higher order derivative variables (a, b, C •..) are defined such that
a = du/dx, b = dxl dx, etc...
The EquationList instance representing the n-th order equation is recursively
scanned to reduce its order, and the above substitutions are applied. producing n first
order equations. The FDEs are then produced by performing the following substitu-
tions from another Smalltalk Dictionary instance:
ux -> (l/deltaX)*«u at: (p + I)) - (u at: p))
u -> O.5*«u at: (p + I)) + (u at: p))
ax -> (I1deItaX)*«a at: (p + 1)) - (a atp))
a -> O.5*«a at: (p + 1)) + (a at: p))
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The resulting set of difference equations is linearized and written in the form given
by equation 4. To effect this process, the system utilizes an 'expert' algebraic manipu-
lation tool to reduce and discretize an nth order ODE to a series of matrix operations.
The system builds a back-end MATLAB script and then invokes it via distributed com-
puting on a back-end processor. The resulting solution vector is then graphically
--- -displayed in- the Smalltalk environment. -
An important feature of our system is its ability to let the user "computationally
steer" the solution. The user can alter parameters, boundary conditions, and even
change the equations during the solution process. Implementation of these features
rely, in part, on the use of the Smalltalk incremental compiler.
4. Results
The environment mentioned above was tested on a number of boundary- and
initial-value problems with very good results. The use of a relaxation method lessens
the problem of Gibbs' phenomena associated with resolving shlUp shock-type problems.




'0.1 *U.xx - (u*ux) + u = 0'
u(-l): 1; u(l) =- 1
100 points
The problem was solved in approximately 135 seconds, using 44 nonlinear itera-
tions. As is evident from Figure 1, no Gibbs' oscillation is present in the final solution.
In addition, the shock region is properly represented. Similarly good results were
obtained for other nonlinear shock- and smooth-type ODE's; the user can be confident
of results obtained during prototyping.
5. Conclusion
This paper presents an ODE solution environment for prototyping. This tool has
proved to be robust and correct in solving a number of difficult ODE systems, in partic~
ular, a singularly-perturbed, nonlinear ordinary differential equation. The tool imple-
ments computational steering for ODE's.
Several extensions to the system are being implemented. The Smalltalk algebraic
manipulator will be supplemented with a commercial back-end system. This will
decrease the manipulation time considerably and allow a greater range of ODE's to be
solved. In addition, the system will soon be modified to handle several nth order non-
linear ODE's at once. An expert system is being incorporated to implement domain
decomposition and high-order initial estimates for singular perturbation problems [4].
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Figure I: The ODE Tool
------------ ------------ ------------ . -----------
newBVP remote$olye setXbvData addXgrld
re5etSoluUon remoteUerale selXbvUser addXUtle
chan<JeBCs keepLUlSolutlon setYbyOatil addY!Jrld
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Figure 1. ODE tool display of a sample program
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SESSION 2
A User's View of High.Performance Scientific and Engineering Software
Systems in the Mid-21st Century
David J. Kuck
Center for Supercomputing Research and Development
University of Illinois
305 Talbot Laboratory
104 S. Wright Stleet
Urbana, IL 61801
Problem specification systems exist today on sequential machines for several prob-
lem domains. IT parallel processing is to become commonplace, specification systems
will have to exist for future parallel machines. In fact, the development of such sys-
tems may make the exploitation of parallelism easier because of the very high-level
nature of the problem specification.
The value of problem specification systems will be discussed along several dimen-
sions. These include case of use, target machine portability. ease of implementation,
correctness of results, and speed of execution. Specification systems will be compared
along each dimension with the languages and programming systems of the 1990's.
It seems clear that a number of 20th century issues will remain, even as computing
reaches its centennial in the mid-21st century. For example, no programming system
will satisfy all of its users. Thus, notions of reusability and extensibility must be
explored in detail to make future generations of specification systems as flexible and
useful as possible.
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Software Productivity Issues For Scientists
Kenneth G. Wilson
Physics Department
The Ohio State University
-- if4"west 18thAvenue
Columbus, OH 43210
There are three conflicting needs for organization in a large scientific program,
namely (1) organization of program execution, (2) organization of data, and (3) organi-
zation of the explanation of the program and the design decisions which were made
during its development.
The object oriented paradigm has been a notable advance because it elegantly
meshes what otherwise would be conflicting organizational needs of program and data,
in particular, it allows any data item to be accessible to any function, through the class
and object mechanism.
The explanation of a program requires yet another Conn of organization, essen-
tially a record of how the program was built up from an initial set of goals. At inter-
mediate stages of this build up. both data structures and functions are incomplete,
becoming more fleshed out as finer details of the program design are addressed. I will
discuss ideas, partly from the Gibbs project, now led by David Gries, for how one
might combine explanation oriented and object oriented approaches. I will also note
the relationship of these ideas to Knuth's "literate programming".
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A Study of
Learning, Teaching, Optimization and Approximation
JohnR. Rice
__ Depar:tP;l~IJLqf CQmpl.Jt~r ~ciel)ce
Purdue University
West Lafayette, IN 47907
A objective of this study is to create a mathematical framework for analyzing the
concepts of learning and teaching. This framework is oriented towards enabling com-
putational applications, such as now involved in expert systems, using rule based pro~
cessors, neural networks, genetic algorithms and similar methodologies. The relation of
this framework with the traditional ones from optimization and approximation theory, is
analyzed with the view of identifying those aspects of the older. highly developed, ana-
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Introduction
Despite considerable progress in hardware and software, scientists still suffer from
the lack of high level tools for numerical computing and programming. End users need
more assistance in the choice, practical use and results interpretation of methods.
Developers require more facilities for organizing and integrating existing methods.
Present artificial intelligence and software engineering based solutions are neither satis-
factory, nor generic. A more powerful solution relies on a tight integration, within
scientific software, of the knowledge associated to methods and to entities handled by
these methods. The user can thus express his goals in terms of tasks to be carried out
on the data. Reasoning mechanisms help him in choosing, monitoring and sequencing
the algorithmic modules that will enable him to attain his goals, while hiding the low
level aspects. This paper describes the various key concepts which have been pointed
out during the development of several dedicated knowledge-based systems in scientific
computing. The requirements for both the knowledge representation model and the rea-
soning mechanisms it supports, are presented and discussed. A development shell for
knowledge-based systems in scientific computing is being implemented and will be
described. It satisfies all these requirements by making extensive use of the object-
centered representation model.
Various projects and studies have indeed demonstrated the interest of the object-
centered approach for the development of knowledge bases in scientific computing.
Among them, the EDORA project aims at developing intelligent tools for dynamic
modeling in biology. The SAID project proposes an intelligent system to help signal
processing in the field of mechanical diagnostic. The EVE project addresses expert
software for solving partial differential equations. Demonstrators of these three projects
rely upon SIDRKA, an object-centered knowledge representation developed at INRIA
(Institut National de Recherche en Inforrnatique et Automatique). Important concepts
have emerged during these projects.
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1. Declarative Description of Both Entities and Methods
The basic concept is to embed rough data structures and software modules within
object classes describing their properties and semantics. For instance, the matrix entity
class has slots and constraints related to the size, fonn, structure, mathematical proper-
ties and computational origin of any matrix. The Gauss-Marquard optimization
- methOd --Class'odepreis' inpui: and outj5uf iri--termS-ofentities· eIass-(equ-atioIis~ 'param-eters,
variables, steps), execution conditions (non stiff linear equations) and additional infor~
mation about numerical accuracy, precise input fannats or memory and time resources
needed. The user creates instances of these classes, asks for values of their slots, focus-
ing on the semantics and ignoring the implementation aspects which are left to the sys-
tem. These classes can be used to construct more abstract entities, which have a
stronger meaning for the scientist. For instance, the population dynamics model entity
class can be build by using the equation, biological process and curve shape classes
and subclasses.
2. Distinction Between Tasks and Methods
In order to allow the incremental enrichment of the knowledge-based systems, one
has to describe separately the "what" and "how" of the algorithmic modules they
incorporate. The "what" corresponds to the description of the task performed by the
module, while the "how" is a description of the method to achieve this task. Both
tasks and methods are represented by object classes. A task describes execution condi-
tions and effects in terms of entities. A method covers implementation features such as
formats, data structures and resources. For instance, the F04AEF NAG method class is
attached to the real matrix inversion task class. Many different methods can be linked
to the same task. The user does not need to access the methods directly, he only makes
reference to the tasks. Adequate reasoning mechanisms, such as classification, are
responsible for the choice of the adapted methods, depending on the context of the task.
From the developers point of view, it is easy to add, remove or substitute methods
without affecting the rest of the knowledge base.
3. Classification Inference Mechanism
Both entities and tasks classes are structured in specialization hierarchies. An
entity is more specialized than another one when it describes a more constrained family
of objects. A task is more specialized than another one when it is able to treat mare
specialized entities. These hierarchies, together with the inheritance mechanism they
suppon, facilitate both the construction and the modifications of the knowledge base.
They also give a sound support for the recursive classification inference mechanism,
which automates the process of detennining the best membership classes for a particu-
lar entity or task. The matrix inversion generic task gives an example of the develop-
ment of such a hierarchy. Starting with an instance of the matrix inversion task class,
and given a particular instance of the matrix entity class, the classification traverses this
task hierarchy to find out the best specializations of task and thus the best methods.
This process requires, of course, some infonnation about the matrix, e.g., whether the
maoix is symmetric or not. This infonnation corresponds to the semantics of the slots
of the entity class. Their values must be inferred or requested to the user. The
classification mechanism appears as a very powerful and versatile mechanism to treat
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problems of entities characterization and of tasks selection.
4. Multiple Points of View on Entitles
Our previous experiences in modeling mathematical objects, such as equations,
parameters or models. have shown that, unexpectedly, the related knowledge is difficult
--to desciibe~W:illi'cIassiclil-6bje·t:t=centeteQpresentations'.--·OIi"ffOflhe-Uhiitalions is indeed
the inability to describe an object from different, bur complementary points of view.
Even a basic example, such as the construction of a taxonomy of types of matrices,
shows the point. It seems easy to characterize a matrix as being square or rectangle,
banded or triangular, complex or real, symmetric or nonsymmetric, and so on and to
propose a hierarchy of classes based on these characteristics. The problem is that a
given matrix can be square and banded and real and symmetric. It is then necessary to
build the corresponding class, using some multiple inheritance mechanism. The result-
ing knowledge base is a collection of highly tangled hierarchies. The solution lies in
the introduction of points of view on a family of classes. In the example of the
matrices, the following points of view could be introduced, structure, algebraic proper-
ties, nature of the elements. On each point of view, a strict hierarchy of classes can
then be elaborated. An instance is allowed to belong simultaneously to several classes
on distinct points of view. The classification process can then take place either on each
point of view separately, or on a set of points of view.
S. Integration of Procedural KnOWledge
The basic software modules are usually able to perform only a small pan of a
problem solving process (e.g., matrix computations). In order to solve a global prob-
lem, complex tasks describe a problem solving strategy while chaining several tasks
together according to a current goal to be attained, through a process which alternates
classification and planning phases. The classification algorithm is responsible for the
selection of a task among a set of possible tasks, while the planning algorithm decides
on the next task to be executed. Three operators are introduced to define a complex
task, sequence, selection and recursion. The operands of these operators are either com-
plex tasks, which are further decomposed, or elementary tasks, to which a set of algo-
rithmic methods is directly attached. The selection operator introduces non-
determinism in the exploitation of a complex task description. If an elementary task
fails, i.e., the attached methods fail to compute the expected results, the planning pro-
cess is backtracked to the last decision node and the next application task is retained.
The tasks embody the procedural expert knowledge. They allow for modularity through
independence of description.
6. Dedicated Development Shell For Scientific Computing
We are currently implementing a dedicated shell, which embodies much of the
features discussed above. The first operational version relies on SHIRKA, a frame-
based system previously developed, which does not include the facility of multiple
points of view, but offers the classification inference mechanism to handle both entities,
tasks and methods. The user interface can display the recursive decomposition of the
main problem solving tasks into subtasks. The user can point out a task to get more
information on it. Other explanations can be obtained once entities, which are parts of
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the problem, have been characterized by the classification mechanism. The sequence of
methods invoked during the problem solving process is recorded and can also be con-
sulted by the user. A new version of this shell is currently under development. It
makes use of the multiple points of view facility and is able to reason about the evalua-
tion of the results of the methods. The sequence of tasks is then dependent of these
--evalu-ations: -- .----. -----.
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CLAM and CLAMShell: A System For Building User Interfaces
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We present CLAMShell, a system for the rapid generation of graphical user inter-
faces and their subordinate numerical computations. Our approach is based on
CLAM(R), the Computational Linear Algebra Machine, an interactive language for
numerical computation and graphics, and makes use of X Window System graphics.
2. Problem
The essence of an interface is the mediation between the user's high-level visual
and cognitive processes and the computer's numerous low-level calculations. The inter-
face becomes more useful as it occupies more of the distance between human and com-
purer.
A useful tool for building interfaces spans the full distance. addressing both the
graphical and computational needs in a succinct and efficient manner. The user's side
of the interface must make good use of graphical interface concepts, including mouse
input, menus, and graphical feedback presented coherently and consistently. The com-
putational side needs a succinct language that executes efficiently, and must be an open
system that can tie together existing program fragments from a variety of sources. The
tool itself must foster intelligent problem solution through a high-level description of
the interface parts, a logical structure that fits the underlying operations, and an overall
approach that makes problem solution easier with the tool than without it.
3. Current Approaches
There are many tools for the rapid generation of the graphical interfaces. While
these tools include high-level languages for the graphical presentation of a problem
solution, they often neglect the computational solution of the problem. For instance,
some systems require programming at the level of C or FORTRAN, essentially provid-
ing only a high-level front-end. Others provide limited computational languages that
are not suitable for medium or large scale scientific computing.
Other systems allow programmers to create special-purpose graphical user inter-
face for existing programs, for instance by using X Window System library calls and
the Athena widget set. Although this method allows great flexibility, it requires sub-
stantial programming effort and specialized programming knowledge. This approach is
unlikely to save time on small projects or when used by novices.
Ideally, building a smart user interface should be simple enough that it saves time,
even for short term projects and novice users. For this to be true, both the specification
of the interface and the code to perfonn the actions must be simple to write and small
in size. Furthermore, the interface must fit neatly with existing or new programs.
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4. New Approach
Build on CLAM and the CLAMShell, we provide a simple user interface
specification to construct a graphical user interface and computational programs in the
CLAM language. The user interface side has menus, dialog boxes, and help text. It is
mouse driven and also accepts command line input. The computational side runs the
---CLA!vCinterpreter;whicfi"-execiiie"s-ruiiiiericarcompulations in it riiatiix-~veck)r"style ·syn::'
tax, provides plotting commands, and can integrate C and Fortran routines from exist-
ing subroutine libraries. One can specify an entire problem solution using a convenient
tree-structured menu system, or simply create a new interface to an existing Fortran or
application.
4.1 Details
The CLAMShell is an X Windows client application that serves as a front-end to
the CLAM interactive environment. CLAMShell includes panels for command-line
input and CLAM text output. It is able to start the CLAM help librarian in another
window, allowing the user to scan the help tree while viewing the text output window
and executing CLAM computations.
The feature that most distinguishes the CLAMShell from a tenninal window is the
user definable menu. The contents of this menu and their computational actions are
under user control. Any CLAM computation can be initiated from a CLAMShell user
menu, which can also create recursive sub-menus, dialog boxes, and help text.
The CLAMShell User Menu consists of four predefined buttons (Exit Menu, Open
New Menu, Delete Menu and Toggle Echo, discussed below) and the user-defined but-
tons. Each user-defined button is the root of a user menu-tree. Clicking a button in a
user menu tree may execute some associated CLAM code, initiate queries through dia-
log boxes, display help text, and/or cause a sub-menu to be displayed.
Each user menu tree is defined in a single flat file. The fonnat is a pre-order
traversal of the menu tree, where each new tree node is announced by a single header
line with the node's level number (starting at 0 for the root node) and its button title.
All text between successive header lines (the end-of-file mark terminates the last node)
is associated with the previous header line and comprises the menu node.
Each node of the menu tree is specified as a linear stream of control mixing graph-
ical interface and computational actions. When a node's button is clicked, the initial
actions are executed in order. the optional sub-menu is executed, and then the final
actions take place. The block-structured node syntax includes the pairs %BEGIN-
CLAM/%END-CLAM,%BEGIN-HELP%END-HELP,%BEGIN-QUERY/%END-
QUERY, and the markers %SUB-MENU,%POP, and ! (for comments). On exit, the
button pops up through a user defined non-negative number of menu levels toward the
root of the menu tree.
Once a menu file has been created, there are two steps to incorporate it into the
CLAMShell menu tree. First, the menu is compiled by a menu librarian program, con-
verting the text file into a direct access file incorporating the tree structure, for fast
traversal of the menu tree. Second, clicking the Open New Menu button on the
CLAMShell display adds the compiled menu to the User Menu tree, closing the tree.
When the User Menus button is clicked anew, the new user menu is represented by a
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button with a header line's title. Alternatively, selected user menus can be automati-
cally included when the CLAMShell first starts up. The Delete Menu and Exit Menu
buttons are self-explanatory (all menus in a user's tree have an Exit Menu button, so
that a menu can be closed without activating any user buttons),
The benefits in graphical interface creation of this system are manifest. Moreover,
-- our-n-ovel-'contribution-'lies-in-the-fact-that-the--interface-integrates-the--user!s--side -wi th
the computational side. The CLAM program fragments that are embedded in the menu
tree control numerical computation.
CLAM is an interactive environment for scientific computation and graphics. It
has a high~level syntax built on matrix-vector operations and provides considerable sup-
port for linear algebra computations and graphics. CLAM's native data types include
dense, banded, and sparse matrices of either real and complex. values. It's built-in
operations handle all six data types, with efficient algorithms for many sparse and
banded operations. CLAM's workstation graphic use the X Window System, and
include 2~D and 3-D line drawing, surface and contour plots, color polygon filling, and
animation capabilities. CLAM can also call external Fortran and C routines through a
convenient •'foreign procedure" interface.
CLAM is meant to handle large computations. Its sparse and banded data struc-
tures and algorithms provide important computational methods in an interactive setting.
Moreover, much of the internal computation in CLAM vectorizes efficiently, resulting
in efficient code on problems of significant interest. Through the foreign procedure
interface CLAM makes use of existing libraries of software, parts of application pro-
grams, and optimized (for vector, parallel, or architecture dependent computations)
software. CLAM runs on a variety of computers, from SUN workstations to mini-
supercomputers, and is intended to handle problems of substantial interest on the full
range of machines.
5. Examples
Even though the CLAMShell and its tool for generating interfaces is still in the
final stages of development, it has already been used in a variety of applications. Our
early experience shows that the user interfaces are easy to generate and, more impor-
tantly, make the underlying computations easier to arrange. We will present a few
examples of representative applications. One such example is a graphical interface to
an existing package of parallel (biological) DNA sequence comparison routines and
graphics output. In this system, most of the computation is done on a parallel computer
and the data are filtered and displayed using CLAM graphics. Using CLAMShell, it
was sO'aightforward to impose a coherent control structure on the existing functions.
The result is a package that is substantially easier for the developer to use. and that can
now appeal to novice users. A screen dump from a representative sequence comparison
is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. CLAMShell with DNA sequence comparison menus
6. Conclusions
We have implemented a system for the rapid generation of complete user inter-
faces. Based on CLAM and CLAMShell, this system allows the user full control over
the graphical user interface, numerical computations in the CLAM language and exter-
nallibraries, and graphical output under the X Windows System. All parts of the inter-
face can be specified in a single file using a block-structured format. Our initial uses of
the system have proven it to be a rapid way of creating interfaces. It is a time-saving
tool for numerical and graphical work, because the graphical interface naturally imposes
a coherent structure on the underlying computations. Both that structure and the con-
cise CLAM syntax lead to efficient problem statement and solution.
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1. The Relaxation Paradigm
Almost everyone has used a relaxation method to solve a problem in real life.
Consider a person trying to place the thick false-floor tiles found in many computer
laboratories. Often, the tiles will not fit into their allotted space exactly and thus cannot
be simply dropped into an opening. Instead, neighboring tiles must be slightly raised
and the entire area of tiles simultaneously lowered to the floor-frame, squeezing the
new tile into place. In effect, the tiling system must be "relaxed" by defonning the
position of neighboring tiles before a solution (placement) can be found. The key
ingredients to solving this system is that the tiles have compressible strips and the
human has a way of deforming the system (the "raise-and-push" strategy) to find a
snug fit.
Consider the tiled floor to be a software system. As a software system the tiles are
described by "objects" which have "methods" describing their placement The tile
objects also have methods telling how their positions may be deformed to seek a solu-
tion to the global system of which they are a part. However, simply providing the
human user (the tile placer) with methods for deforming individual objects (tiles) is not
enough. This system must also provide one or more global strategems by which tiles
may be placed and relaxation may occur. The user may then apply these pre-supplied
straregems, possibly simultaneously, to achieve a solution. Note that the tiling problem
is very simple. In general, solutions by relaxation may call for iteration and/or other
sophisticated strategies.
2. Software Relaxation
Software relaxation systems are object oriented programming systems which
operate by successively relaxing interfaces between program objects. The objects in a
software relaxation system are software structures which provide methods for deform-
ing their internal state rather than enacting hard changes. Software relaxation is a
superset of the mathematical relaxation used in several areas such as the solution of
linear systems and PDEs. A programming platform for "software relaxation systems"
is currently under active development at Purdue University. The full paper will
describe the programming platform and examples of its application.
.. This author's rcsearch was supported by a fellowship provided by IMSL Inc., Houston, Texas.
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3. The System Architecture
Conceptually. our system is an arrangement of two types of entities: software
objects and relaxers. The software objects are arranged in a graph, called a software
graph, or SG for short. The nodes of this graph are the software objects and edges in
___this _graph represent interfaces between these two objects. Figure 1 shows a software
graph. The' 'Helmhoitz" boxes· are -·software objects wnicn represent numericiiI partial-----
differential equation problems on various domains. Each of these objects contains
several methods for solving the Helmholtz equation -A8U + ~u + f on the indicated
domain. The values of Jl and f are internal. The choice of method depends on which
boundary conditions are to be shared with the neighboring Helmholtz object. The
edges shown connecting the Helmholtz objects represent a shared interface - in this
case a common geometric boundary.







Figu re 1. A software graph ~th attached rel~ers
In Figure 1 several relaxes are seen attached to the SG. The relaxers can attach to
either nodes (software objects) or edges (interfaces) in the SG. Currently the system
provides a graphical editor for directly building and manipulating these graphs. The
software objects and relaxers are chosen by selecting their icons from a library. The
human user can enact the relazers by clicking on them. Each relaxer employs a
different boundary-value relaxation method to achieve convergence. The letters below
the "Relaxer" label indicate a boundary sharing scheme (D = Dirichlet, N = Neu-
mann). The bars represent the geometric boundary. For more details see [1] where
these methods are described and analyzed mathematically.
The goal of our system is to separate the functionality of the relaxer from that of
the objects being relaxed. The reason for this is that a single relaxer may be applicable
to several arrangements of software objects, and that a single arrangement of software
objects may be approached with multiple relaxers or multiple instantations of the same
relaxer. Also, this separation allows a powerful encapsulation of expertise. Individual
internal variations in behavior may be programmed into software objects without regard
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to the embedded system. The system is not concerned with the inner workings of the
software objects - only with their interfaces with each other. Also. different schemes




Figure 2. Conceptual Arrangement
Figure 2 is a high level description. Details will appear in the full paper. The
human and relaxers work as a team. This structure allows a four-way sharing of exper-
tise among the following parties:
• The person(s) who created the software objects. In the SO illustrated above,
this expertise would be manifest in the internal numerical techniques for solv-
iog the Helmholtz equations on various domains and under various boundary
conditions.
• The person(s) who Ilsed the software objects to construct the SO. This may
involve specialized knowledge of how the domains fit together, or how the
domains apply to some particular problem.
• The person(s) writing the relaxers. This involves a global knowledge of con-
vergence properties.
• The person(s) executing the arrangement, in teamwork with one or more
relaxers. The relaxers take high level commands from the human, via the
coordinator, and spit back evaluations of their progress. The relaxer may not
be able to solve the system all by itself and must rely on the human. The
human may not know exactly how the relaxers work, but may be able to spot
common sense things the relaxer doesn't.
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4. Related Work
This system draws upon work done in several fields. Most fundamentally, we
have drawn upon work in object oriented programming: See [26], [24], [20], [18], [17].
The graphical editor is basically a visual programming system: See [31], [30], [29],
[28], [27], [25], [23]. The use of objects as atomic buildiug blocks is reminiscent of the
GARDEN "conceptoi!l" prograrrmung system: [21J;""[22rWedraw-me-rrotion-of'-------
relaxation from the field of numerical computing, but other fields have employed a
notion of relaxation, for example in constraint~based programming: See [2], [3]. [4],
[5], [6j, [7], [8], [9], [lOj, [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [19].
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Towards an Expert System For Solving Systems of Linear Equations





In recent years numerical algorithms have been developed for solving systems of
linear equations with high and guaranteed accuracy. Their standard versions are so
powerful that even for ill-conditioned problems often more than 10 digits of the results
are validated. The effort for calculating a solution by these algorithms turned out to be
nearly independent of the condition of the problem. But many users are dealing with
well-conditioned problems and expect a better performance of the problem compared,
for instance, with Hilbert matrices. In particular, a solution with only three or four
correct significant digits asked form should need a fraction of computing time required
for a solution with 13 or 14 correct significant digits; otherwise the user will usually not
accept the algorithm.
In this paper a first study of an expert system. implemented in PASCAL-SC, is
discussed, which applies self-validating methods in a sophisticated manner to a given
system of linear equations. Without any help of the user the system calculates the
result in a computation time appropriate to the condition of the problem and the number
of correct significant digits required by the user. The strongest algorithm available is
the Linear System Solver (LSS), which is discussed in [4], whereas the ordinary Gaus-
sian Algorithm using simple interval operations is faster with the factor 2 to 6, but fail-
ing in a number of cases. Based on the experience of solving thousands of systems of
linear equations the expert system applies a detailed criterion, which algorithm is to be
executed first. The decision is depending on the number of unknowns, the required
accuracy. the accuracy of the input data (because intervals are allowed too) and a
parameter expressing the variation of the components of the matrix. If the Gaussian
Algorithm is executed and the required accuracy cannot be achieved in contrast to the
expectations, the strong algorithm LSS is started without any use of the results calcu-
lated before. Compared with the recent implementations the applied algorithms include
some improvements, which modify the control flow depending on intennediate results
and lead to an essentially better performance.
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This paper presents the current research being conducted at the Numerical Algo-
rithms Group (NAG) Limited in numerical and statistical knowledge-based front-ends
(KBFEs). NAG has been developing and distributing numerical and statistical software
since 1970. Mark 13 of the NAG FORTRAN Library [8], the company's principal pro-
duct, contains 748 use level routines supporting a wide range of numerical and statisti-
cal algorithms on a variety of computing platfonns. Additionally, NAG handles a
variety of other products, including Ada and graphics libraries, as well as packages
(e.g., GUM!).
General purpose numerical software libraries are enormous bodies of infonnation.
Ironically, the very generality and breadth of coverage of these libraries can pose for-
midable problems to the user. These include: choosing the appropriate solver, applying
the solver (e.g., writing a calling program) and interpreting the results.
NAG has chosen to develop KBFEs as one way to bridge the gap between the
problem (the user's application domain) and the solution (the packagellibrary). KBFEs
would serve NAG's present users more effectively, as well as broadening the audience
of potential users. This allows the user to focus on solving the problem at hand rather
than mastering the software. KBFEs are the key to the long term survival of large
software libraries as the trend away from the direct use of traditional programming
languages continues. Without KBFEs, those users who are less conversant with com-
puting will seek other solutions. In general, other solutions will be inferior, since they
will not be able to call on the enormous accumulation of algorithmic expertise encapsu-
lated within a large, tried and tested, numerical subroutine library.
Three KBFE projects currently underway at NAG are now discussed: KASTLE,
IRENA and FOCUS.
KASTLE (Knowledge-Assisted Selection Tool for Library Environments [7]) is a
UK Government (DTI/SERC Teaching Company Scheme) funded project to develop a
KBFE for the NAG FORTRAN Library. NAG and The Royal Military College of Sci-
ence, Shrivenham, are collaborating on this project to develop a KBFE addressing the
problem of routine selection. KASTLE consults library-wide knowledge about routine
characteristics to provide advice on routine selection. This will be extended to provide
program generation and run-time error analysis capabilities. Now in its third year,
KASTLE has delivered two prototype systems.
IRENA (Interface between REduce and NAg) is a project to link the symbolic
manipulation capabilities of REDUCE [5] with the numerical solving abilities of the
I Generalized Linear Imeraelive Modeling package [6].
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NAG Fortran Library. The system fits into the REDUCE framework and as such pro-
vides an interactive front-end to the NAG Fortran Library. However, IRENA also





--- ~____. _ ~._--".,--_s!!e<!t'!tinggg maI!y.of tl:te_ Jwusek~epingyarameters,
using sensible defaults for the control parameters,
providing high level data structures,
enhancing the failure messages. and
creating Fortran programs, executing them and providing the relevant results.
FOCUS (Front-ends for Open and Closed User Systems [1] is a major
knowledge-based system project under the European Community ESPRIT II advanced
information technology programme. NAG and the seven other FOCUS partners will
develop tools, techniques, and commercial prototypes for KBFEs to open (software
libraries) and closed (application packages) numerical systems. FOCUS will consume
over 60 man-years of effort over a four year period, which began in December 1988.
FOCUS has seen significant progress in its first year. Some of the more important
results include:
• definition of the overall KBFE architecture,
• first prototypes of key modules (which include the presentation layer and the
back-end manager),
• initial extracted tools from existing KBFEs,
• research on user modeling and adaptive interfaces [2], and
• work on user and system developer evaluation methodologies.
The three projects mentioned above fonn the basis of research and development
into KBFE technologies at NAG. However, there are other projects which laid much of
the foundation for this work and two of these are described briefly below.
GLIMPSE (GUM + Prolog + Statistical Expertise [9]) was a UK Government
Alvey project carried out in collaboration with the Departments of Mathematics (Statis-
tics Section) and Computing at the Imperial College of Science and Technology, Lon-
don. The aim of the project was to build a KBFE to the GLIM 3.77 statistics package.
GLIMPSE the commercial product was released in February 1989.
NAXPERT (NAg eXPERT [10] was a project carried out In collaboration with
Professor Colin Cryer and colleagues at the Westfalisch Wilhelms Universitiit, Munster.
The system was an early attempt to build a KBFE for the NAG Fortran Library. The
project proved successful for subsets of the library, but encountered problems when try-
ing to scale up to the full library.
To conclude, NAG is committed to the development of KBFEs to aid the user in
the use of its software. Further, NAG through FOCUS is actively involved in the
development of tools and techniques for building KBFEs to support all existing
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numerical and statistical software. The wealth of knowledge contained in the existing
software should be be discarded and since users require a more friendly environment in
which to solve their problems, NAG will continue research and development in the area
of KBFEs for numerical and statistical software.
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For at least the next few years, FORTRAN will be a critical language for scientific
computation. One can view it either as a primary user interface or as a portable
"machine-language". for which excellent compilers exist and which is a target for
more user-friendly systems. Mapping a scientific problem onto a high perfonnance
computer can be viewed as a hard optimization problem, where one minimizes some
combination of user program development time and production program execution time.
We consider how expert systems, neural networks, simulated annealing and related
methods can be integrated into a FORTRAN compiler to both give better code and
feedback to the user on the appropriateness of a particular problem to particular
hardware.
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With the proliferation of supercomputers the need has arisen to develop appropri-
ate parallel programming environments which will facilitate their efficient usage
[(1,6,11,13)]. Apart from the well-known need for restructuring compilers, good
debuggers, visualization tools, etc., the users are faced with an ever increasing number
of tradeoffs that they have to settle for the tuning of their application. For instance, the
algorithm selection problem becomes very complicated since the performance of the
algorithms used is no longer simply a function of the rraditional operation count, but
also depends on many other factors such as the amount of parallelism available in the
algorithm, the tradeoffs between more parallelism overhead and less favorable access
patterns to the memory hierarchy, etc. An area which has received somewhat less
attention, for reasons which are well explained by Skeel in [12], is the development of
tools for providing information to the user regarding the quality of numerical results
from his algorithm. In view of the flurry of research in developing new algorithms
which would run effectively on multiprocessors, we feel that such tools would be very
valuable, even though unlike most other modules in these programming environments,
they require a greater level of sophistication from the user, for a proper interpretation of
the returned infonnation.
In the full length paper, we will describe the design and the use of a system,
developed to fulfill some of the aforementioned needs. In this extended abstract, we
summarize part of our work.
The system is based on a program instrumentation preprocessor. This preproces-
sor can be used for several, seemingly different goals, such as obtaining a count of
floating-point operations, or obtaining information about the error behavior and stability
of an algorithm ([2]). In all cases the user is given the tools to select which sections of
the code he wants analyzed.
In order to achieve these goals, several libraries were developed for linking with
the preprocessor. These are:
* Research supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant NSF CCF·8717942. Ad-
ditional support provided by AT&T Grant AT&T AFFL67 Sameh and the Department of Energy
under Grant DOE DE·FG02-85ER250Dl.
t CeOler for Supercomputing Research and Development, UniversilY of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign, Urbana, Illinois 61801.
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• OP_cr - designed to provide a report of floating~poin[operation activity,
• LGRAPH - designed to generate a computational graph of a given algorithm,
• PERTURB - designed to perform a statistical analysis of algorithm stability.
This system flas been mtegrale,r(iilong with-dlh"nool,Yjn-me-eedarparallel-pro'~-------
gramming environment, which is based on the Cedar Fortran restrlIcnuing compiler.
Cedar Fortran ([7]), is the language for Cedar ([4)], the hierarchical cluster-based vector
multiprocessor developed at the University of Illinois' Center for Supercomputing
Research and Development.
2. Preprocessor Design
The preprocessor perfonns much of the same work as any vectorizing compiler
would. Specifically, it must translate the source code into 3-address statements, creat-
ing temporary variables to hold intermediate results, and generate code for the calcula-
tion of each vector operation's length an memory stride. It differs from a vectorizing
compiler in that the target language is a subset of the source language, extended Fortan
&xl
IT the preprocessor is invoked without any options, the behavior of the target code
is equivalent to the original source code. Command line options are specified to
replace any operations, type coercions, or intrinsic function calls of a specified data type
with user-defined subroutine calls. These routines must be written by the user. or he
may include any of several libraries written for different applications. A naming con-
vention allows the author of these subroutines to know the data types of the arguments,
and whether the operation is performed upon scalar or array operands. One argument is
a slot to which the routine should assign the retum value of the operation. This return
value and/or any of the arguments may be arrays. In such a case, the array is passed as
an argument by reference, followed by the memory stride(s), and the vector length
(common to all vector arguments).
For certain applications it may be necessary to pass along additional infOImation
with the arguments. With data objects of a specified type, any number of variables of
any type may be associated. These associated variables follow the original variables in
the subroutine argument list,2
3. Floating Point Count Activity With OP_CT
When the appropriate options are specified, the preprocessor replaces each floating
point operation with a corresponding subroutine call. In addition to perfonning the
appropriate operation, the subroutine stores infonnation regarding the type of operation.
and the vector length and stride(s). After the computation has completed, a routine is
called3 which produces a report summarizing the activities involving floating-point
1 The source language is Cedar Fortran, concurrent Fortran &:c extended lo allow access La the
hierarchical memory of Cedar.




This report breaks down each operation, intrinsic function call, or type conversion
(explicit or implicit) according to data type, and whether the operation was performed
upon scalar or vector operands (and in the case of binary operations or certain intrin-
sics, whether there were one or two vector operands). For vector operations and intrin-
sic function calls, the average vector leng'tns ana striaes ·of the arrays accessed are also-·-----
calculated. The report is generated automatically in a file in the user's current direc-
tory, requiring no intervention from the user. Figure 1 provides an example report file
from the use of OP_CT on a parallel algorithm for the solution of a block tridiagonal
system coming from the discretization of Poisson's equation on a rectangle with a 31 x
31 grid ([5]).
4. Error Analysis Tools
In order to assess the quality of numerical results, two different methods have been
implemented in this instrumentation system. The first method is based on error lineari-
zation ([9,8]) and computes the condition number of each output of the program with
respect to each intermediate result and input together with a measure of the overall
numerical stability. The second is based on a statistical approach (d. [3] and references
therein).
4.1. Deterministic error analysis with LGRAPH.
LGRAPH is used to generate the computational graph of the algorithm, that is a
graph of the floating point computations performed. The graph is obtained in a form
appropriate for direct input into the automatic error analysis tool described in [8]. This
is achieved by replacing each floating point operation with a subroutine call, and associ-
ating with each floating point variable an integer variable to be passed along as an argu-
ment to the subroutine caIls. This associate variable is used as a pointer to a structure
specifying the operation performed. Pointers to the operands are stored, allowing the
generation of an encoded floating point computational graph after processing is com-
plete.
Note that the "minicompiIer" described in [10] was also designed to produce a
computational graph, but for only a severely restricted subset of Fortran.
4.2. Statistical methods and PERTURB.
For each elementary operation, a function call is generated by the preprocessor
that slighIly4 perturbs the result. At runtime, the corresponding perturbed final results
are automatically saved in a file. After obtaining the results from multiple runs, PER-
TURB, can compute important statistical information (mean, standard deviation, etc.)
which can characterize the stability of the algorithm ([3]).
3 The call is inserted by lhe preprocessor.
4 In a relative way. within the corresponding epsilon of lhe machine.
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5. Examples
Examples will be provided from the use of the OP_cr, LGRAPH, and PERTURB
libraries. These were also integrated in the X-window based parallel programming
environment described in [13]. Figure 2 for example, shows the selection of a code
___--'!frac!!,.gment for the application of OP cr, and Figure 3 a report file, both generated under
the environment-of-[13].
6, Further Uses
In addition to the above uses, the system may be augmented to handle a variety of
additional applications, although no software is currently developed for them. For
example, interval arithmetic could be implemented by associating with each floating
point data object a pair of "interval bounding" floating point variables to be passed
along as arguments to the subroutines replacing operations and intrinsic calls.
One may also use an arbitrary number of these associated variables to hold exrra
precision for the mantissa, or may use an associated variable to index an area of
memory managed as a heap, storing floating point numbers to arbirrary precision,
effectively producing an implementation of infinite precision arithmetic similar to that
found in many Lisp systems.
Since the creation of any such additional library involves tedious coding, we will
discuss the potential for automating the process of library generation.
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1. Introduction
We consider the design and development of a parallel knowledge base for the
parallel (j/) ELLPACK [Holls 89] system for solving certain types of partial differential
equations (PDEs). Its design objective is to reduce the overhead associated with the
parallel processing of these types of computations. Specifically, it will provide, a)
facilities for the automatic partitioning and allocation of the PDE computations to a
variety of parallel machines and b) expert assistance for selecting "efficient"
method/machine pairs. The !IELLPACK system allows many alternative ways to solve
elliptic PDEs so the selection of a good way becomes a nontrivial task. The ATHENA
expert system is designed to be able to produce expert assistance for the
method/machine selection problem. Recall that //ELLPACK is designed to run on a
multilevel hardware facility consisting of powerful workstations, machines with hun-
dreds of kMIPS processors (MIPs = millions of instructions per second) and machines
with tens of BIPS processors (BIPS = billions of instructions per second). Thus the
efficiency of the computation will depend critically on the machines. ATHENA's
unique design is its use of performance profiles and its ability to generate new perfor-
mance profiles, and thus better selection capabilities, as it is used. The database facility
uses stochastic methods to rank methods and machines using the performance profiles,
it also selects the most relevant profiles and evaluates their validity. New data can be
incorporated during "training" runs as well as from normal use of //ELLPACK.
Section 2 describes the various performance evaluation data used by ATHENA.
The software organization and design goals of ATHENA are described in Section 3.
Finally, Section 4 describes the inference mechanism of ATHENA.
2. Performance Evaluation Data
It is clear that the main performance objectives of a user are accuracy and time.
In a PDE computation accuracy is controlled through the refinement of the grid and the
discretization scheme used, while execution time depends on the speed of the targeted
machine and the efficiency of the PDE solver. For a given machine, the computation of
a solution within a certain accuracy (e) and time frame (1) requires the selection of
appropriate grid, discretization and solution schemes (method) plus an appropriate
machine. If the machine is parallel, then the partitioning of the computation into load
balanced, optimally parallel subtasks is also required. For the various steps of the com-
putation a number of performance indicators are measured. We present them as peifor-
mance profiles. one for each combination of PDE problem, method and machine. See
[Boisvert, Rice and HOllstis, 1979], [Boisvert and Rice, 1985, Chapters 8-11 and
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Appendix A] for further details. For each such combination we collect, for different
grid sizes, data on errors, execution time. linear system size, number of iterations and
similar items. Aggregation techniques must be used in rettieving data, for no database
can ever have all the data needed. The techniques used here include:
(a) Machine Equivalences. If we nave execution time data for a ·vltX nnSO, a-
VAX 8800 and an Alliant FX80 then we use a conversion factor to estimate
the execution time for all cases on anyone of these three (or other) machines.
(b) PDE Problem Associations. For each PDE problem we collect (or can easily
recompute) data on over 60 simple properties of the problem. Sixteen of
these can be considered problem features (e.g., rectangular domain, no cross
derivative term, Dirichlet boundary conditions) in the usual sense. In addi-
tion we have 36 possible features which are more subjective or computation-
ally expensive (e.g., boundary layer present, variable smoothness, nearly
singular). Eighteen of these refer to the PDE problem in general, eight to the
operator and ten to the solution. These latter 36 features are graded on a
scale of 0 to 100.
The machine equivalences allow us to extend the data to many machines in a straight-
forward manner. The PDE problem features allow us to take a new problem and find
"close matches" to problems with existing performance data. Thus the aim of
ATHENA is to collect several "close" problems and to estimate a performance profiles
based on the existing data. The reliability of the estimate depends on the closeness and,
of course, we must be prepared for the case where no relevant data exists, we discuss
the action for this case later. In the case of parallel machines, the data points of the
performance profiles are assumed to correspond to nearly optimal machine
configurations for the corresponding grid sizes. Examples of such performance curves
for sequential and parallel machines can be found in [Rice and Boisvert, 1985, Chapter
8-11], [Holls 88] and [ehri 88].
The ELLPACK project has accumulated an extensive database of performance
measures for sequential machines, about 15,000 PDE solutions involving over 100 PDE
problems, many methods and perhaps 10 combinations of compiler/operating system
and machines. The data collected so far for parallel machines is, of course, still quite
sparse.
3. ATHENA's Goals and Software Organization
ATHENA is an expen system whose knowledge base consists of performance
profiles, which are automatically generated from a database of performance measure-
ments and dynamically updated when the corresponding database is reorganized or
enriched. The objective of ATHENA is to select the method (grid, discretization and
solver) and machine based on the nature of the PDE problem and user's computational
objectives (accuracy, time response). The software infrasnucture of ATHENA consists
of a performance evaluation facility, a facility for analyzing the data for various classes
of problems, a facility for automatically generating performance profiles and an infer-
ence facility that provides an expert solution to selection problems.
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The overall structure of the ATHENA system is shown in Figure 1. The
//ELLPACK system [Houstis e1. al., 1989] comprises the three boxes on the left wbile




















//ELLPACK PROGRAM Data Acquisition
Performance Indicators ,,,,
~----------------------_~
Figure 1. The organization of ATHENA's software structure
Parallel Machines
If the selection process involves a parallel machine, then there is a difficult sub-
problem which the //ELLPACK system solves, namely selecting the number of proces-
sors, decomposing the PDE problem into parts and assigning these parts to the proces-
sors. This subproblem logically follows that of selecting a discretization and grid pair
(as the accuracy requirement determines these). Once such a pair is identified, one can
estimate the time and memory requirements roughly for various parallel machines and
make a machine selection. Once this is done we have a method and a machine, but we
must specify in detail the mapping of the PDE problem onto the parallel machine. This
final step is carried by the //ELLPACK system.
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and dynamically update the datafiase. PI. lCnowIeage base rnanaget--kee:ps -track ·of these
operations. The //ELLPACK system is at the center of this facility as also seen in Fig-
ure 1. The performance evaluation generated from the database here is to guide the
experimenter rather than to help the user select a method but the computations and
software are very similar.
3.1. Performance evaluation and knowledge acquisition facility
Figure 2 shows a block view of the performance database, its data acqUlslUon
facility and its data analyzer or perlormance estimate generator. The primary objective
of this facility is to carry out experiments to enrich the performance database. This
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Figure 2. Structure of the performance evaluation and knowledge acquisition facility
for ATHENA
The data analyzer is for locating data relevant to the PDE problem at hand. The
PDE problem associations are made based on a comparison of the vector of problem
properties and features of both the new PDE problem and those in the database. A
metric is used to measure the "distances" and one of the key steps in the construction
of this facility is to make this measure reliable. The properties and features have both
logical and numerical values so the metric has components which are numerical weights
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associated with these values. The machine equivalences are also applied by this
analyzer.
Note that this facility can also be used to tune the inference engine and data
analyzer. An "expert" may observe the results of the inference engine (playing the
role of a user) and then use this facility to review the intermediate steps in the genera-
tion of a selection. He may also experiment wIlli changmg vanolls· weIghts -andval'"u.,.es.---------~
in these processes.
3.2. Knowledge generation
The primary representation of the knowledge are the performance profiles which
relate time and accuracy to machines, discretization, solvers, and grids. These profiles
depend on the PDE problems and so the larger the set of problems, the better chance of
finding profiles relevant to a particular user's PDE. The ATHENA system attempts to
synthesize performance profiles from data about problems that are "close" to the user's
PDE. As the database grows, cluster analysis techniques are used to identify new prob·
lerns (perhaps completely artificial ones) for which there is sufficient data to generate a
reliable set of performance profiles. Once such a situation is identified, the new prob-
lem is "created" in the database and the synthesized profiles computed and made avail-
able for later use. In this way the use and training of //ELLPACK allows the ATHENA
system to generate new knowledge about how to select methods and machines.
3.3. Performance estimation
The ATHENA system extracts infonnation about the PDE problem from the user
interface where the problem is formulated. It also asks for information, especially
about features, from the user. Using this infonnation, PDEs in the knowledge base are
located which are close to the given one. The data analyzer then evaluates the
relevance and closeness of the problems located and synthesizes performance profiles
for this problem on "standard" sequential and parallel machines. These standard
machines can be equivalenced to any machines actually available for solving the PDE.
This process is illustrated in Figure 3.
3.4. "New" PDE problems
The ATHENA system must be prepared for PDE problems where little or no
relevant information can be located in the knowledge-base. The problem might be one
truly different from any seen before or it might be one where most of the features are
unknown and not readily computed. The system, of course, asks for guidance from the
user when features are missing, but the user may choose not to respond in a helpful
way. In such a case, the system requests permission to make exploratory computations.
If so permitted, it chooses a very robust, general discretization (say, collocation with
Hermite cubics), a coarse mesh (say, 7 by 7), a robust solver (say, Gauss elimination),
and a convenient machines (say, the user's workstation) and solves the POE. The mesh
is refined a little and the data collected is examined to see if systematic performance
behavior is present. The results are also displayed to the user in an attempt to prod him
into giving guidance. However, if no further guidance is given, the system continues















Figure 3. Schematic of ATHENA's use of the knowledge base to synthesize perfor-
mance profiles upon which performance estimates are based
4. ATHENA's Inference Engine
The purpose of the inference engine is to make selections of method and machines
using the performance profiles synthesized for the PDE problem at hand. It also uses
rules (in the usual sense of rule based expert systems) that serve to focus the inferences
and to resolve uncertainties in the selection. The inference starts with the PDE already
classified and a certain number of performance profiles available. The steps in the
inference are as follows:
1. Identify all applicable methods.
2. Eliminate methods which.
a) are generally inferior to other applicable methods
b) have no perlormance profiles
3. For each method (discretization) use the performance profiles of accuracy
versus grid to estimate grid size required.
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4. For each discretization method use the performance profiles to estimate the
execution time for solvers (on the "standard" machines). Eliminate grossly
inferior solvers.
5. Convert execution time estimates from standard machines to available
machines.
6. Query available machines about estimated resiJdn-se for-cornpiitatioris that are
likely to meet the time requirements.
7. Select the method and machine which meets the requirements and, if possi-
ble, meets auxiliary objectives such as: Lowest cost, small impact on net-
work, most confidence in estimates, etc.
These steps are shown in schematic fonn in Figure 4.
Note that parts of this process is similar to that in Elliptic Expert [Dyksen and
Griner, 1989]. The principal enhancements of ATHENA are, a) the heavy reliance on
performance profiles, b) the synthesizing of new performance profiles, c) the inclusion
of parallel machines in the selection, d) the enhancement of the knowledge base during
use of //ELLPACK, and e) the experiment system for "training" ATHENA.
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Figure 4. Schematic diagram of the inference mechanism used to select the combina-
tion of method and machine to solve the PDE
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We describe herein the state of development of an expert system which applies to
the quality improvement of the aerodynamic design of airfoils for the wing of high per-
fonnance airplanes.
A shape which satisfies the design requirements can effectively be obtained resort-
ing to an existing optimization procedure that represents the translation into procedural
code of only a part of the semantics involved by the design. With expert systems we
want to increase the knowledge owned by t~e computer.
Our first goal is the elimination of the difficulties a designer finds when using this
design procedure.
This expert system can be classified as dedicated for design (in fact it takes actions
about it) but, because of the iterative use of the procedure, it must accomplish success-
fully the tasks of configurating the input file for each modification cycle and those of
planning, monitoring and debugging the evolution of the geometry transformation.
The knowledge is acquired through a goal-driven approach, and is implemented
resorting to rules of production and inference.
This methodology seems to be useful for the acquisition of other knowledges in
the future. Several examples about the implemented knowledge are provided herein.
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An engineering analysis employs idealizations to reduce a physical behavior of
interest into sets of algebraic equations that can be solved on a computer. Each step of
idealization used in this process introduces approximation, and associated approxima-
tion error [BABU 86], [BABU 86a], [SHEP 89], [SZAB 88]. The reliability of tbe
modeling process depends on the ability to control the errors introduced by each
approximation. To control idealizations, the approximation errors introduced by the
idealizations need to be qualified. The methodologies available to control idealizations
range from analytically-based adaptive analysis procedures, to codified knowledge
based on experience and past practice. This paper will discuss the application of expert
system techniques to control structural analysis idealizations within and engineering
modeling system that employs all available levels of idealization control.
Over the past several years there has been substantial progress made in the
development of idealization control techniques for mesh discretization errors. These
efforts have lead to the development of adaptive analysis techniques. An adaptive finite
element code employs a posteriori error estimation to detennine the magnitude and dis-
tribution of the mesh discretization errors, and then selectively enriches the mesh until
the desired level of accuracy in the selected nonTIS is obtained. Adaptive analysis tech-
niques to control the discretization errors due to the finite element mesh continue to
mature and should begin to become generally available for use by the engineering com-
munity. The combination of adaptive analysis techniques with tools such as automatic
mesh generators will allow for automated engineering analysis, the application of which
will be robust from the aspect of controlling the errors associated with the finite ele-
ment mesh. However, these tools and techniques will not ensure that the results
obtained are robust with respect to the original performance request made, unless the
other idealization errors associated with the modeling process are controlled. There-
fore, an engineering modeling system must provide techniques to ensure the best level
of control over the idealizations.
The most desirable approach to improve the robustness of analysis idealization
processes is to develop analytically-based tools which accurately estimate each error
contribution. Currently, there is no clear methodology to analytically control the errors
for a large number of commonly used idealizations. In fact, a number of critical ideali-
zation processes are not likely to be addressed by such methods in the near future. This
is particularly true if one considers the engineering design process which employs a
series of ever improving idealized models for an artifact which is not completely
defined until the design is finished.
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The above situation indicates the need to develop engineering modeling systems
that can support all possible levels of idealization control. Since the goal of the ideali-
zation control capabilities is to support the application of engineering modeling tools
during the design process. idealization control must be an integral part of a design
modeling system. A key component of such a system is the process navigator [KORN
-~~---lI89]. ·[SIIEP 89*whicJt..tr.cks-engineerifl~dealizati"niHll1Q.ooatr"1s-th",,,ppliGatiQa-Of~~_~~_~
the modeling procedures invoked during the design process.
The process navigator consists of three major components. The first is the request
interpreter which is responsible for accepting a request to perform a modeling task,
determining if the design has progressed to the point where the requested process can
be applied in a meaningful manner, and detennining if the tools necessary to apply that
process are available. The second component, the strategist, is responsible for execu-
tion of the modeling task. This includes defining the most appropriate strategies to per-
form the requested task with the available modeling tools and the current state of the
design. For example, given an analysis request, the analysis strategist extracts the
model infonnation required for a particular analysis, determines the best way to per~
form the analysis and idealization control procedures needed for that analysis process.
The third component of the process navigator is the process monitor which is responsi-
ble for updating the model representation based on the results of a modeling process. It
also maintains a log of what procedures were applied and why. The information in the
log is used to help control the design process.
The paper will discuss the implementation of engineering modeling and control
procedures using a LISP based shell structure. Primary emphasis will be on the imple-
mentation of a process navigator, and the use of an expert system to apply structural
analysis idealization rules. The shell being used for this system is the frame-based
environment IeEE by IntelliCorp. In the prototype procedures to be presented IeEE is
used to support the overall user interface, the functional and attribute models, the
request interpreter, the process monitor, the knowledge bases, the inference engine, and
the knowledge-based portion of the analysis strategist. The geometric model is stored
within the structure of a geometric modeling system and the analytic applications reside
in their own software environments.
The paper will describe progress made on the implementation of idealization con-
trol procedures for the analysis of airframe structures, and the analysis of two-
dimensional plane elasticity problems within the design process. In the case of the air-
frame analysis, the majority of idealization control will be done through rule sets. In
the case of the two-dimensional elasticity analyses, the idealization control procedures
will range from adaptive analysis to rule sets.
The process navigator begins the process of controlling analysis requests through
the use of an analysis goal graph. An analysis goal graph indicates the various analysis
types possible, the inter-relations of those analyses, and the needed status of the design
to apply to each analysis. The analysis goal graph for the structural analysis of air-
frames includes various levels of static and dynamic analyses. The analysis levels
range from simplified frame analysis, through structural analyses with all members
represented using appropriate idealizations, to detailed fatigue analyses of individual
components. The analysis goal graph for the two-dimensional elasticity problems is
fairly simple using the same basic analysis techniques for all analysis goals.
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The process monitor first examines the functional model to determine if the
current state of a given design is sufficient to support the analysis requested. In the
case of the airframes. this consists of seeing if the structural components needed for the
requested analysis exist and have been defined to the point where the appropriate ideali-
zation procedures can be applied in a meaningful manner. For the two-dimensional
- -elasticity --appliC:-dtiOlI~ss=menitel'=is=ooBeemed -_with rbe=-level---gf-geometci..cc---- _
detail defined (cutouts, fillets) and the availability of the analysis attributes.
The analysis strategist combines knowledge of the state of the design, the rules in
the rule base, and the results of the analysis process to give the user the most reliable
solution results possible. In the case of the airframes, the expert system will invoke
various rule sets to perform the dimensional reductions of individual members com-
monly used in this class of analysis [GABE 81]. The dimensionally reduced members
are then discretized using another group of rule sets.
In the two-dimensional elasticity case, a more limited group of rule sets is applied
primarily to deal with the geometric simplifications of using sharp fillets and ignoring
small cutouts. One rule set uses a priori rules to indicate the acceptance of a geometric
simplification. Another rule set uses analysis results in an a posterior manner by apply-
ing analytic stress concentration fonnulas for idealized situations to determine the
appropriateness of a geometric simplification used in the analysis [SHEP 86]. The
remaining idealization error arises from the mesh discretization errors. These errors are
controlled using an automated, adaptive finite element modeling system [BAEH 89].
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OOPSP is a programming system facilitating particle simulation in an object-
oriented programming style. Particle simulation is a generic term representing a class
of simulation methods where the stimulated system is described by interacting "parti-
cles". which can exist physically or conceptually. The importance of the approach in
OOPSP includes
1. The OOPSP approach is natural in particle simulation. Simulations are con-
structed from carefully designed building blocks like Models and Particles,
instead of from low~level descriptions like numbers and arrays of numbers.
It allows the users to concentrate on the high-level physical concepts instead
of on the detailed low-level implementation.
2. The OOPSP approach is general in particle simulation. It is applicable to
different kinds of particle simulation applications.
3. The OOPSP approach is effort-saving. Frequently-used models, schemes, and
algorithms are made as modules that can be used again and again without the
necessity of re-implementing them. Particle simulation programs in OOPSP
are much shorter and much easier to be composed than programs written in
FORTRAN.
4. The OOPSP approach can be efficient. The OOPSP modules can be con-
structed carefully. Algorithms that implement the modules can be selected
carefully. Optimization in the implementation should be attained as much as
possible and it has to be done only once. The implementation of OOPSP on
a special computer architecture can take the advantage of it, and in that case,
the users can take the advantage of the special architecture without knowing
it.
5. OOPSP is extendible. Users can replace the pre-defined modules with their
own definition. Since OOPSP is hierarchical, new modules can also be
derived from the existing ones with minimum efforts.
OOPSP is implemented in C++. an object-oriented extension of the C program-
ming language. However, the user does not need to know C++ in order to use it.
OOPSP has a C-like syntax, plus some pre-defined data types and functions that support
particle simulation.
OOPSP is organized around two main data types or classes - Model and Particle.
The Model class is a class of computational methods frequently-used in particle simula-
tion. The Particle class contains various templates to represent the simulated particles.
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An instance of the Model class or the Particle class is called an object of the class. A
combination of the Model objects and the Particle objects through OOPSP functions
constitutes a particle simulation. OOPSP functions initialize, control, and visualize a
simulation, as well as perform miscellaneous operations.
Examples of the application of OOPSP in particle simulation will be presented.
- - -- Specifically, - the problem of metal aislocanon -unoer radial16n wl1l be -slmulatea~in~------­
OOPSP. The effectiveness of the Object-Oriented Particle Simulation Programming
system will be demonstrated.
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Numerical methods for analysis of nonlinear dynamical systems including methods
based on continuation techniques for obtaining curves of stationary or periodic solu-
tions, bifurcation points and limit points in dependence on parameters have been
developed and discussed in several available textbooks [1-4,6,7], and in the proceedings
of conferences, c.r., e.g., [5]. Original software for analysis of the dependence of sta-
tionary solutions on a parameter [1,4] and of periodic solutions on a parameter [4,7],
were also published. Productive application of such a software requires relatively deep
knowledge both of specialized numerical methods and of the theory of nonlinear
dynamical systems. Also organization of computations and evaluation of computed
results can be often quite complicated. Here we describe our attempt to test the idea
whether a unification of available numerical algorithms with the means and approaches
of logical programming and knowledge engineering could help to increase productivity
of analysis of nonlinear dynamical systems.
An expert open modular system - CONVEX (CONtinuation EXpert system) has
been develnped [8-10].
The CONVEX can automatically prepare the actual continuation program in a run·
able fonn, control its execution and incorporate results into the database. It works with
a library of numerical subroutines; however, only those necessary for the given task are
used in the course of generation of the actual program. Minimal hardware requirement
is IBM PC/XT compatible cnmputer with a hard disc and 640 KB of RAM. Numerical
co-processor and the output graphical device are useful for an effective work. Numeri-
cal computations can be executed on a mainframe computer. The CONVEX in princi-
ple consists of the knowledge base for analysis, computational knowledge bases (CKE)
and data bases of studied problems. In particular, the CKB consists first of libraries
necessary to build proper continuation programs (e.g., the library of continuation rou-
tines, library of graphics support routines, etc.), and of a set of system routines (e.g.,
compiler, linker, editor, etc.) and second, of the knowledge base containing infonnation
on the use of the above routines and libraries.
The main program for solution of the given problem is generated on the basis of
model equations and the chosen type of the continuation. Also other options (e.g.,
inclusion of graphics, etc.) affect generation of the main program. At the same time,
other subroutines (default data initialization, evaluation of right hand sides, evaluation
of Jacobi matrices. etc.) are generated. Methods of symbolic differentiation and sym-
bolic simplification of algebraic expressions are used, for example to generate the
module for the evaluation of Jacobi matrix. In addition to the above FORTRAN 77
program. also the description of the structure of the input and output data sets and
necessary information for evoking the compiler and linker are generated. The
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description of the input data structure is used by an interactive data editor. The descrip-
tion of the output data set is included into the databases of the studied problem only
after successful computation and analysis of the computed data.
There is a possibility to generate full source code of the particular continuation
program based on the source code libraries. This feature enables creation of specialized
- -- starid310ne continuatIon programs". ,[he- continuation llbrary- -m -- me .present fomIc·--------
includes software for the following tasks:
<a) Stationary solutions of ordinary differential equations (ODE).
continuation of nonsingular stationary solutions,
continuation of limit points,
continuation of HopE bifurcation points.
(b) Periodic solutions of difference equations.
continuation of nonsingular periodic solutions,
continuation of limit points,
continuation of period doubling bifurcation points,
continuation of Hopf points.
(c) Periodic solutions oj periodically perturbed ODE's.
continuation of nonsingular periodic solutions,
continuation of limit points,
continuation of period doubling bifurcation points,
continuation of Hopf points.
(d) Periodic solutions of autonomous ODE's.
continuation of nonsingular periodic solutions,
continuation of limit points,
continuation of period doubling bifurcation points,
continuation of Hopf points.
(e) Analysis oj the computed continuation curves.
computation of the slope of the continuation curve at the branching
point of a stationary solution,
computation of the slope of the continuation curve at the branching
point of a periodic solution,
computation of the slope of the continuation curve at the branching
point at the Hopf bifurcation point.
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We are using Mathematica to build a mathematical program synthesis system,
called Sinapse. The purpose of the system is to help engineers minimize the time
required to design, implement, and evaluate mathematical models. Our initial focus is
semi~automatically transfonning models based on partial differential equations into
efficient numerical codes in Fortran and C for multiple target architectures (including
massively parallel). To date, the system has synthesized a modest number of programs,
most of which are forward modeling, wave propagation programs that use finite
difference techniques.
The system can also synthesize a program that solves a set of equations via
Fourier transforms. Domain knowledge in these areas is represented primarily as
Mathematica functions with some rules; a simple object hierarchy is used to represent
classes of algorithms and domains. Program specifications in the range of 10 to 50
lines generate target code of 50 to 1600 lines in time ranging from 10 seconds to
several minutes.
Sinapse helps the user define a set of governing equations and select an appropri-
ate solution algorithm; it then produces an efficient implementation in Fortran or C.
The system maintains specifications and design histories to reduce the cost of redesign
for altered requirements. The user interface consists of simple menu choices and
single-line text entry. Because Sinapse has the symbolic manipulation facilities of
Mathematica available, an engineer can first work on symbolic formulations of prob-
lems and then have the system generate a program embodying a numerical solution.
In a sample session for a wave propagation problem, Sinapse helps the user
express governing stress-strain equations in Mathematica, then analyzes and discretizes
the equations to produce an explicit time-stepping solution code. This includes
transformation of partial differential equations into finite difference statements, and the
selection of finite difference operators with staggering of the grids. The synthesis
methods handle arbittary dimensionality. Boundary conditions represent a significant
part of a modeler's effort. Sinapse helps by including domain-specific knowledge for
expressing absorbing, reflecting, and free-surface boundary conditions for wave propa-
gation examples.
Such a general purpose modeling tool would be useful to Schlumberger because
physical phenomena such as seismic wave propagation, fluid flow. and electromagnetic
induction are central to many Schlumberger businesses. Systems for sensing these
phenomena, mathematical models of their behavior, and related computer program are
frequently revised. Because many models are three dimensional and use large data sets,
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program execution speed is critical. Unfortunately, customization for perfonnance usu-
ally complicates software, obscuring fundamental algorithms, introducing errors, and
reducing portability and modifiability. Sinapse addresses this problem by enabling
modification at the specification level (with domain-specific constructs) and semi-
automated implementation and revision. A designer can therefore experiment with
alternative- implementations, recOId comparisons and-- trad~ffs=.for-futUfe""""'Us~d--------­
exploit different types of design knowledge previously recorded by designers with
different backgrounds.
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A critical component of any knowledge-based system designed to solve practical,
non-trivial problems is the methodology by which it represents specific domain
knowledge. The scheme should be simple enough to avoid adding complexity to
already complicated domain knowledge, yet powerful enough to express the intricate
relationships which characterize problems of practical concern. Extensive detailed
analysis and prototyping of knowledge-based systems for the automatic generation of
numerical programs has resulted in a knowledge representation scheme that is both
highly expressive and sufficiently flexible to depict the complex relationships in these
types of problems [Kowalski 89, Russo 87]. The knowledge representation scheme will
be analyzed for the components of an automatic numerical program generation system
for solving sample non-trivial mathematical problems. The advantages of applying the
scheme to each component will be discussed. In addition, an example will be presented
of the application of this technique to the problem of solving the primitive Navier-
Stokes equations over a forward facing step using the artificial compressibility formula-
tion and the Marker-And-Cell numerical method. The problem involves several cou-
pled nonlinear partial differential equations, a mixture of boundary conditions, and mul-
tiple overlaid rectinlinear grids.
The basis of the representation scheme is an object-oriented, logic programming
environment [Kowalski 89, Kowalski 87]. The combination of these two programming
paradigms provides a general environment that is highly suited to the problem of
numerical program generation. Management of the large quantity of diverse, structured,
domain-specific information in this problem requires a sophisticated and efficient organ-
izational strategy as well as a means of reasoning about domain knowledge. The
object-oriented programming paradigm provides basic hierarchical organization through
its encapsulation. inheritance and message passing characteristics. While these
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characteristics are essential to the knowledge representation scheme, the object-oriented
programming paradigm alone is not sufficient to handle all required representation and
reasoning tasks; it must be embedded in an appropriate programming language.
Logic programming provides a powerful, structured, inferential capability which
can be applied to solving problems involving heterogeneous information. In addition,
-- tli6---dec1arative aspect of logic -progrannmng---proVItles me:- aBIlIty -to express problem
details in a natural way within the object-oriented framework. The system we describe
is built entirely in Prolog, a sequential fonn of logic programming. Prolog provides
efficient pattern matching and backtracking features which are essential for reasoning
about equation solving and numerical methods. In addition, Prolog provides meta-
logical programming capabilities which permit the manipulation, alteration, and execu-
tion of programs as data. This is especially important to our problem domain since a
significant portion of the data represented by the knowledge base are numerical pro-
cedures, represented as logic programs, which are combined into complete numerical
algorithms.
The flexibility of the development environment has been further extended by
implementing a specific form of typed inheritance. Objects in the object-oriented
hierarchy can be related to other objects in ways other than the standard behavioral sub-
class or instance relationships. The mechanism used to implement these additional
relationships between objects is identical to that used to represent standard
class/instance relationships except that messages can be directed to use a specific hierar-
chy. The result is a context-sensitive messaging capability.
The knowledge-based system initially accepts and stores information about the
mathematical problem in its natural fonn via a graphical interface and stores it as
instance data in the object-oriented hierarchy. The resulting object-oriented knowledge
base describes equations and the domains On which they apply. Typically there is a
single domain (Q.) on which a set of partial differential equations is to be solved. An
additional set of boundary, and possibly initial conditions, also in the fonn of equations,
are applied respectively to the boundary of the domain (an) and to the entire domain
(Q) at some fixed point.
Object-oriented methods symbolically analyze the problem data for partiCUlar
characteristics and create object instances in one of the appropriate behavioral hierar-
chies (see Figure 1 and Figure 2). The typed inheritance mechanisms is used to relate
each component of the problem back to an instance of a special class of objects called
problem Specification through the special type componentOf This explicitly relates all
components of the problem through the inheritance hierarchy. Thus, one can send a
typed message to, say, an instance of the class nonLinScalPDE. with the request that
the associated method operate on the equation in the context of its function as a com-
ponent of the mathematical problem hierarchy, rather than as a member of the equation
class hierarchy. This provides a great deal of expressive power for representing and
reasoning about complex relationships within mathematical problems.
Problem components. like the equations and domains that comprise the mathemati-
cal problem, are further decomposed into their subcomponents. This decomposition of
single, complex problem component objects pennits a "divide-and-conquer" strategy.
The equation or domain instance objects create "instance trees" of themselves. Thus,
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for example, domain instances are decomposed into a special typed hierarchy of
instances of subclasses of the class Domain that have equal or less complexity (see Fig-
ure 3). This hierarchy is constructed using the subDomainOf inheritance type. Simi-
larly, equations are decomposed into instance trees of themselves with the special inher~
itance type fermO/. Each term in the hierarchy is also a separate instance of an
appropria:-te- equation class. 'l'fiis- app-roach efficIently ImplememS tne-methoct"by-whicIITI--------
a complex partial differential equation is automatically discretized.
The representation and symbolic analysis of practical mathematical problems with
subsequent automatic construction of numerical solution algorithms requires a system
which can not only maintain complex classifiable information, but can also reason
about information in the system and represent and manipulate algorithms as data. It is
shown that the hybrid object-oriented, logic programming system with typed inheritance
and inherent metalogical capabilities, while still a general purpose tool, is especially
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Figure 1. Hierarchy of equation classes
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MACSYMA is used to automatically write finite-volume code for solving general
symmetric elliptic partial differential equations in general coordinates. Most of the
MACSYMA code is written for n-dimensional problems, and then used to write code in
one, two. or three dimensions. The three-dimensional code is about 1400 lines long.
It is assumed that a physical problem is presented in a complex geometry, and
then transformed (using a general, non-orthogonal transformation) to a unit box in logi-
cal space (where the computations are done). The transformation is typically done
using numerical transformations (MACSYMA is used to write this code).
In this abstract, finite-volume means that control volumes in logical space are used
to derive a finite-difference scheme for approximating the problem. Much of the pro-
gramming complexity is caused by the fact that different quantities are computed at
different points in the grid. The coordinates in physical space are computed at cell
comers, the solution of the PDE is computed (as a cell-averaged quantity) at the cell
centers, and the fluxes are computed at cell face centers. Thus, MACSYMA must
create loops that run over cell comers, cell edge centers, cell face centers and cell
centers along with the relevant algebraic formulas.
Both the two-dimensional and three-dimensional codes have been thoroughly
tested and will soon be incorporated into production code at Ecodynamics. Amazingly
enough, this process produces essentially error-free code. Only one error has been
detected in each of the codes.
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A precise statement of observable behavior is needed to make engineering and
scientific software easier to use. Without such a statement, users are forced to inspect
code in an attempt to abstract its relevant properties. The benefits of providing this
documentation, or specification, not only impact the end-users of programs. but also the
researchers who use numerical libraries, and the programmers who develop large-scale
engineering software. Unfortunately. specifications are rarely produced during the
development of an engineering software system - exceptions may be certain key numer-
ical algorithms. such as equation solvers and numerical integration schemes, which are
analyzed for numerical properties such as convergence and roundoff errors. These par-
ticular algorithms, however, represent only a small percentage of the program text of
large-scale engineering analysis programs. This paper discusses the role of formal
specifications in engineering software development, including their effect on program
structure, reliability and efficiency.
Consider a typical analysis program or numerical library consisting of tens-of-
thousands of lines of FORTRAN statements. Casual inspection of any particular code
fragment is enough to reveal that imperative programs do not communicate intent very
well ~ this is the nature of imperative languages, which over-specify details of the com-
putation. In order to be more readily understood, these program fragments must be
documented with a higher-level description of their behavior. Increasing numbers of
computing researchers advocate formal methods of specification, not only for documen-
tation and communication purposes, but also for early detection of bugs and
clarification of the problem statement. Once set in a formal notation, however, such
specifications may also be used for verifying program correctness, representing
knowledge, and prototyping complex software systems, since some formal notations
also have an operational interpretation.
A variety of mathematical notations, such as logic, algebra and functions, may be
used to formalize program specifications, and each of these is precise, unambiguous,
and amenable to some degree of machine manipulation. In addition to these defini-
tional notations are operational ones, such as abstract models, in which specifications
are constructed by describing a possible implementation. This work focuses on
definitional notations, which are generally more concise and less prone to implementa-
tion bias.
For example, many-sorted algebras are particularly suitable notations for describ-
ing abstract data types in programs, and this approach to specification has received con-
siderable attention in recent years (at least within research communities). However, the
role of algebraic specifications in numerical computing has not been addressed, and
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neither has the effect of data decomposition on program structure, which is used to
identify appropriate data types. This work demonstrates that the benefits of data
decomposition (e.g., modularity and reusability) are also obtained for numerical appli-
cations. In terms of practical implications, this means that numerical programs and
libraries become collections of abstract data types, such as matrices, labeled graphs, and
coordinate syStemS, where me represenl:aliOlI(S)£of eac~iddelh='""'ln-addition", ~------­
because each type's specification is cast in a formal framework with an operational
semantics, syntactic proofs may be performed (by human or machine) to demonstrate
properties such as completeness and consistency. When combined with structural
induction as a method of proof, much can be said about a data type at the specification
level, i.e., before implementation begins. Because of their underlying fonnal semantics,
data type specifications provide the criteria to establish when an implementation is
"correct".
In addition to correctness concerns, fonnal specifications may also be used to
represent knowledge about the algorithms and data types used in AI programs. For
example, an "intelligent" implementation of a computationally intense numerical pro-
gram might accommodate multiple representations and algorithms, with selection based
on the problem (input) at hand. This feature could then be used, say, to take advantage
of matrix structure in solving linear systems. Note that a precise statement of behavior
is required to know when several different representations or algorithms can be used to
achieve the same effect.
Alternatively, algebraic specifications can be used for rapid prototyping when res-
tricted to a "functional", and therefore executable, subset. This approach has in fact
been used in the development of a linear finite element program. Not only does it
improve productivity, but it also gives developers the opponunity to consider the merit
of a variety of module interfaces, i.e., the specification. As compilation techniques
improve for this class of languages, such "prototypes" may actually become viable
implementations. On top of this optimism are the prospects for automated parallelism
via dataflow and reduction techniques, which are applicable to functional languages.
Of course, certain consideration must be borne in applying specification technol-
ogy to numerical programs. Some of these considerations include:
• Matrix. Operations. The imperative nature of some matrix operations results
in what is referred to as the "incremental update" problem in declarative
languages. Although the problem is primarily one of efficiency, there is a
certain lack of clarity in specifying matrix algorithms with "functional
update" operations and recursion. Although various alternatives have been
proposed, this paper shows how monolithic array constructors and array
comprehensions can be used to improve both clarity and efficiency in many
situations.
• Roundoff Characteristics. Unlike most non-numerical applications, engineer-
ing analysis programs must deal specifically with the effects of roundoff
errors, and specifications must account for them. For example, it would
probably be wrong to specify the behavior of a routine that peIfonns dot pro-
ducts as xTy. Because of less than infinite precision arithmetic, we might
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write instead fl(x Ty), where Ifl(x Ty) - x TY I ,; e(u,n), in which flO
represents the computed quantity and e is a function of the unit roundoff error
and the size of the vectors x and y. Of course, such specifications are not
executable. We may opt instead for a more operational specification based
on the definition of a dot product.
Among the other considerations in writing specifications for numerical programs
are: the specification of truncation error properties, where users typically demonstrate
convergence by experimenting with various discretizations; dealing with tennination
properties (i.e., proving convergence) if and when verification is attempted; handling
partial functions. such as equation solvers that are undefined on singular matrices
(perhaps by using strict functions and error values, imperative exception handling tech-
niques, etc.); and incorporating facts about the application domain within the
specification, e.g., material properties and modeling assumptions.
Although formal specification methodology requires some "adjusting" for numeri-
cal applications, the author's preliminary experiences have been both positive and infor-
mative. In some situations, the simple act of fonnalizing a specification or trying to
provide enough details to satisfy a proof has led to either increased understanding or a
reworking of the interface or both. The intent of this paper and presentation is to
demonstrate through discussion and specific examples some of the benefits derived
from applying formal specifications to engineering analysis programs.
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The Matrix Editor is a tool for specifying the numerical treatment of Jacobian
matrices by an automatically generated code. This Matrix Editor is invoked as a part of
ALPAL, a "physics compiler" which generates modules of very large simulation codes.
With the Mattix Editor one can describe the sparsity structure of a symbolically defined
Jacobian matrix, how to treat it in a numerical code, and how to numerically solve
corresponding linear equations.
For writing code to solve complicated physical problems with implicit time
integration schemes, one of the most dramatic advantages of using ALPAL over direct
Fortran coding is that Alpal can automatically compute expressions for Jacobian matrix
elements. For large complex problems, it is nearly impossible to find accurate Jacobi-
ans by traditional means; the usual practice is to make rough approximations which
sacrifice speed and accuracy. Codes using such implicit methods for large problems
often devote most of their resources - time and memory - to solving linear equations.
Thus it is important for ALPAL to provide tools to make it easy for its users to solve
linear equations with good methods, and experiment if necessary to choose them.
ALPAL's Matrix Editor provides the basic tools needed to generate Fortran code
that solves linear equations efficiently. It is mainly an easy-to-use program for specify-
ing how one wants a Jacobian matrix to be stored, and how to call an external linear
solver for it. Like the rest of ALPAL, the Matrix. Editor follows the philosophy that an
intelligent user should make all decisions requiring significant intelligent judgement,
and ALPAL should do the more routine, mechanical parts of coding a physics model.
Thus the user would be the one to choose between. for example, a direct method on a
band matrix and an iterative method on a sparser matrix, because that involves judging
trade-offs among speed, storage. accuracy, robustness, etc. But the Matrix. Editor would
then decide, among many other things, how many arrays to allocate for the Jacobian
and how big they will have to be.
Internally, the Matrix Editor works on a detailed representation of the symbolic
Jacobian matrix. The most important part of this representation involves descriptions of
four ways to index the symbolic matrix elements, and mappings between the different
kinds of index. Specifically, a matrix element can be identified by (i) row and column
number, (ii) indices referring to the original physical problem, e.g. which partial
differential equation and which spatial zone produced a matrix row, (iii) indices identi-
fying the symbolic expression used to compute the matrix element; this typically will
arise from a term of a partial differential equation, (iv) where its numeric value will be
stored in a Fortran array, as well as an identifier for the array itself. The functions to
map between the different indices are computed at runtime, as the necessary informa-
tion becomes available. Most changes in the representation of the symbolic matrix
amount to a computation of new versions of these index mapping functions.
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The Matrix Editor is designed to be easy to interact with; that is, to look at the
symbolic Jacobian and tell the Matrix Editor what to do with it. Thus the Matrix Editor
finds an example of the Jacobian mattix, with the necessary symbolic parameters (e.g.,
number of zones in a discretization) temporarily bound to panicular numbers. Then it
draws a picture of that example matrix. By clicking a mouse on menus and the picture,
and-bY-dtyping=ex'Pressiens=where-..neeess6F}"r=6~ge-.the.-dis'playand--tell-theO--..~-----­
Matrix Editor to compute a new internal representation of the symbolic Jacobian. In
particular, one can look at pictures showing how closely the matrix fits the Fortran
arrays being used, what expressions appear where in the Jacobian, etc. One can choose
standard sparsity structures and linear solver methods (it also is relatively easy to define
ones own) and reorder rows and columns in those ways which can be simply defined
for symbolic matrices. Once the displayed matrix looks good, ALPAL can go on to
generate Fortran code to compute the Jacobian, load it into the appropriate arrays, call a
linear solver, and use the results.
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Many computational scientists have developed a small simulation code at one time
or another. Codes of this scale are characterized by being quickly constructed, unclut-
tered by operating system-dependent details, and easy to debug. On the other hand.
large-scale simulation codes usually take many man-years to construct, remain buggy
even after years of effort, have complex internal operating characteristics, and support
significant on-line user interaction. For small simulation codes, many feel that Fortran
or other high-level languages are adequate programming vehicles. But this feeling is not
retained for large-scale simulation codes. While a fair amount of effort has been
directed at ameliorating this situation, it is only recently that some partial solutions
have been found for this state of affairs. A Livermore Physics Applications Language
[1] (ALPAL) is a new tool that fills in more solutions.
Large-scale simulation codes are usually composed of an input generator, numeri-
cal modules that solve a particular set of models, and post processors for analyzing the
solution data. Sometimes, there are also linkers for transforming results from one code
into the form required as input in another code.
ALPAL takes as input a set of integrodifferential equations with associated boun-
dary and initial conditions. The dependent and independent variables must also be
specified. For brevity of notation and adherence to jownal article presentation style, the
input model can be stated in terms of as many auxiliary or subsidiary variables as the
user chooses to employ. ALPAL supports general finite difference techniques on logi-
cally rectangular grids, and allows the user to either employ the built-in first-order tech-
niques or to supply operators that are more appropriate. Hence, the input must also con-
tain the specification of all finite difference meshes and all added finite difference opera-
tors. After input of the model is complete, ALPAL performs the following major steps:
discretization, analysis of problem details, Jacobian computation, and code generation.
ALPAL-generated code can interface to table lookup systems, as well as already esta-
blished simulation systems. Furthermore, it can perform "edits" of dependent variables,
subsidiary variables, and time-integrated "edit variables" to provide input to a postpro-
cessor for diagnostic and debugging pwposes.
While ALPAL focuses on automatically generating the numerical modules in a
simulation code, there are significant advances that have been made in the other parts of
a large scale simulation code through the use of extensible code systems or "service"
languages such as BASIS [2] and PANACEA [3]. These systems are important because
they help to make a simulation code more robust and easy to use; i.e., they save labor
in the long run. Soon, ALPAL will have the capability to generate code modules for
simulations codes that use either BASIS or PANACEA.
For numerical code modules, many approaches have been tried in order to make
their development easier and less error prone. Of these, only ALPAL has begun to ade-
quately address the needs of large-scale simulation codes. Further development of
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ALPAL will enable it to be used to consbUct a wide variety of complex simulation
codes.
However, ALPAL does more than make it easier to develop numerical modules. It
also leverages the scientist's abilities and creativity with a number of important
features. First, ALPAL gives the scientist the ability to develop numerical modules that
--are too hard to denve by-lmRtbecause of complex discretization wld-derivative-compu--------
tations. It also accelerates the development of numerical modules that can be tackled by
traditional methods.
Second, because large amounts of algebra are associated with both the develop-
ment of appropriate physical models and the discrete versions of these models on a
computer, ALPAL eliminates much of the drudgery and concomitant errors in con-
structing simulation codes. With fewer errors to worry about, more of the scientist's
energies can be focused on improving the models and numerical methods used.
Clearly, this would help the computational scientist to be more creative insofar as the
modeling issues are concerned.
Third, a more natural way of describing the physical model is possible with such a
language. For example, when using the natural language of physics as opposed to For-
tran, it is far more transparent how to make modifications to both the physical model
and the numerical methods. This results in a savings of time that might be used to
examine interesting modifications to the physical model or to the numerical methods.
Fourth, it becomes possible to automate the computation of Jacobian matrices both
for linear and nonlinear problems. In many cases, Jacobian computation has not previ-
ously been tractable. Hence, implicit numerical methods are possible to use now where
they had not been considered viable before.
Fifth, ALPAL produces highly optimized simulation code modules. Nothing is
sacrificed in not writing the code by hand.
Sixth, the cost of developing simulation codes is great, especially for new machine
architectures. ALPAL generates vectorizable code where the discretization and solution
techniques pennit, and in principle, capabilities could be added to generate code for
parallel computers.
Seventh, ALPAL outputs good high-level documentation. This documentation
clearly shows the modular structure of the generated code, and helps the computational
scientist to have some confidence that the automatically generated code module
corresponds correcdy to his input.
In sum, ALPAL presents the user with a rather unusual opportunity. This oppor-
tunity is the capability to tackle otherwise infeasible problems, as well as to be more
creative in the areas in which the scientist was trained. This is only possible through the
removal of mundane work and the associated arcane errors in the process of developing
a simulation code.
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Users of numerical subroutine libraries often encounter difficulties in determining
the software most appropriate for solving a given problem. For certain important
classes of problems (e.g., differential equations, algebraic equations, quadrature and
nonlinear optimization), there may be many applicable codes and the best choice
depends on a variety of factors, including the properties of the input problem. the
requirements of the user and the constraints of the computational environment. In an
earlier paper [Gla90J, we described some of these difficulties and outlined the design of
a rule-based consultation system to aid users in the software selection task. From a
knowledge engineering standpoint, production rules are a clear improvement over previ-
ous methods for providing such assistance (e.g., the decision tree approach used in
[Add86] and [Add89]), particnlarly with respect to extendibility and understandability
of the knowledge base. Subsequent investigation, however, has exposed serious
weaknesses in the use of production rules (as well as related methods such as logic pro-
gramming [Sch88]) to represent software selection expertise. The main limitation of
the rule-based approach lies in the coarse, inflexible facilities for interpreting, compar-
ing and aggregating multiple pieces of quantitative information. Production rules
require that numerical data be discretized into qualitative abstractions that can be mani-
pulated symbolically. For example, the number of equations in a system of ODEs
might be used to confirm or disprove the logical hypothesis "the system is large".
Lost in this discretization is the knowledge of exactly "how large", Le., borderline
cases are indistinguishable from extreme cases. In the case of ODEs, similar losses of
information occur for other continuous performance criteria such as stiffness, expense
of evaluation, number of discontinuities, the desired accuracy of the solution, etc.
Since the overall assessment of a code's suitability may depend on all of these factors,
the total amount of lost information can be significant. Although the information loss
can be reduced by using finer-grained symbolic abstractions, this remedy can result in a
severe increase in the size of the knowledge base (and hence a severe decline in the
comprehensibility of the encoded knowledge).
The various numerical extensions to production systems (e.g., certainty factors
[Sh075], measures a belief [Dud79], belief functions [Sha76], do not provide the
appropriate semantics for modeling the quantitative information that is often critical in
software selection. Furthermore, we argue that their static, built-in mechanisms for pro-
pagating and aggregating numerical data cause additional losses of information.
This work was supported in part by Texas InslJ1lments, Inc.
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In the full paper we present an alternative knowledge representation scheme that
avoids the above difficulties, but retains the advantages of rule-based systems. e.g., ease
of modification and support for explanation. In the new representation, expertise is
encoded as real-valued functions that describe certain relationships between the set of
available software 11Wdules S = {SI.S2•...• Sk} and the set of performance features
p ffl."!2 .... ,in1· In additioJl"r-"to-=ehaFa.eteristies-.---okthe=iaput-.-problcm-(such~~",as...--------
stiffness, system size, range of integration, etc.), the feature set also includes user per-
formances (such as requested accuracy) as well as environmental constraints (e.g.,
memory size). To evaluate the performance of codes from S for an arbitrary problem p
from some problem domain P, we construct a suitability function H: P x S ~ L, where
L is an arbitrarily chosen evaluation inIerval for H. The module Sj such that
H(P,Si) ~ H(p,sj) for all i ¢ j is considered to be the most suitable module for solving
the problem. H(p,sj) is not an estimate of the absolute performance of Sj. Rather, the
values of H(p,sj) for j == 1, ... ,k are estimates of the relative performance of
S I, ... ,Sk with respect to a user-specified set of performance objectives (e.g.,
efficiency, ease of use, reliability, etc.).
The knowledge functions provided by the expert represent an attempt to approxi-
mate H as a composition of smaller, modular, more understandable functional com-
ponents. We employ four types of components, each supplied by the domain expen:
1. real-valued measurement functions, Mr P ~ R, j == 1, ... , n, that compute
quantitative values describing the presence <;>f each feature Jj in the input
problem,
2. intensiry functions Ir R ~ L[, j == 1, ... , n, that normalize the output of the
measurement functions into a uniform scale L[,
3. compatibility functions Ci,j: L/ ---? Le, i == 1, ' .. , k, j == I, ... , n, that esti-
mate the degree (normalized in Lc) to which the intensity value of each
feature fj is compatible with the behavioral characteristics of each module Sj,
4. aggregation functions Ai: F n ---? L, i == 1, ... , k that assess the overall suita-
bilities of the modules s 1, ' .. , Sko given the compatibilities of the modules
with respect to the individual features II, ... , fn·
We describe how the intensity and compatibility functions may be viewed as con-
tinuous generalizations of discrete production rules, while the aggregation functions
allow the expert to specify precisely how different features contribute to a module's
overall suitability. The suitability function H is approximated via functional composi-
tion of the smaller components. The control flow for this composition may be visual-
ized as a network, in which the edges represent knowledge functions and the nodes
represent the functions' input and output values, The configuration of the network
depends on the expert's view of the problem domain. The simplest configuration is
shown in Figure 1, which illustrates the computation of the suitability for some
software module Sj. The input problem p at the bottom of the diagram is processed
upward by the knowledge functions, eventually yielding the suitability value at the top.
First, the n measurement functions are applied to the input, yielding n measurement
values m 1, ... , mn. The intensity functions then map the respective measurement
values into intensity values d I, ... , dn, which, in turn are mapped into n compatibility
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values by the compatibility functions. Finally, the compatibility values are aggregated
via Ai into the overall estimate of the module's suitability for the input problem. A
separate network (perhaps configured differently) e~ists for each module and we
approximate the suitability function H by the function H: P x S ~ L, defined as
where 0 denotes functional composition.
The configuration shown in Figure 1 requires the expert to assess the direct impact
of each feature on the (single) performance criterion. In the paper, we also describe
more complicated configurations that allow multiple levels of aggregation via a hierar-
chy of features and performance criteria. Although such hierarchical arrangements
increase the complexity of the knowledge base, they each the process of extracting
infonnation from the domain expert.
The knowledge representation scheme and an associated control mechanism
comprise a generic framework, similar to an expert system shell, for generating
software selection consultation systems. A prototype implementation of this framework
has been used to build a knowledge base for the domain of ordinary differential equaR
tion initial value problems. Given a description of the input problem, the resulting sysw
tern requires a list of appropriate ODE software, ranked according to criteria supplied
by the user. The prototype framework and the generated knowledge base are described
in the full paper.
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